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SOUTH CAROLINA
STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
FY 1997.98 AGENCY ACCOUNTABILITY REPORT
TRANSMITTAL MESSAGE
I am pleased to transmit the South Carolina State Department of Education, FY 1997-98 Agency
Accountability Report as required by Sections 1 -1-810 and 1-1-820 of the South Carolina Code of Laws,
as amended, and Proviso72.68 of the FY 1998-99 Appropriation Act.
In an effort to continually improve our Agency Accountability Report, we systematically approached
this process using the principles of TotalQuality Education and strategic planning. We began by revising
our mission statement as follows: The South Carolina State Department of Education provides
leadership and services to schools and communities to enable all students, regardless of
circumstance, to achieve world-class academic standards. The process used to determine the
mission reflects a synthesis of enabling statutes, constitutional provisions, and TotalQuality Education
principles and doctrine into a mission statement which identifies the following:
o Who the agency is: South Carolina State Department of Education--the state agency charged with the
unique responsibility of administering and charting the direction of education in South Carolina;
r Why the agency exits: to communicate a vision of what learning can be;
r Role of agency: to provide educational leadership and services;
. Unique purpose and desired end state: to create an educational environment where all South
Carolina students can achieve world class academic standards;
o Customer focus: students, schools, communities, and the people of South Carolina.
In the next step, key business drivers were identified and programs linked to each driver. This
resulted in consolidation of resources, which comprise each program area and are included in this report.
The process used to determine objectives reflects a detailed analysis and distilling of our goals--
increased student learning, increased student achievement, increased student development, and
increased student knowledge. From these broad policy goals of education--the ends, concepts--ways to
achieve these ends were developed along with clear targets for action and desired outcomes. These
ends and ways were then coupled with the resources--means to formulate the various program objectives.
The process used to determine performance measures involved the identification of desired results
from pursuing the stated goals and objectives. Each objective was reviewed and quality and/or quantity
performance measures such as inputs, outputs, outcomes, productivity were linked to the objective.
In summary, each office and division in the agency develops a detailed zero-based budget proposal
to support the mission, objectives, and performance measures. The internal process includes discussion
at the office, division, and then Senior Management team level to negotiate budget objectives,
performance measures, and finally, funding to support activities that will lead to the achievement of
objectives. Finalapprovalof budget objectives, performance measures, and zero-based budgets are
made by the State Superintendent of Education.
The agency contact person for this report is MI,;{K. Cooley at (803) 734-8148.
Mr/rrre/ n"k
Barbara S. Nielsen, Ed.D.to
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State Superintendent of
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SOUTH CAROLINA
STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
FY 1997-98 AGENCY ACCOUNTABILITY REPORT
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Education in South Carolina is all about learning. All of our students learning at high levels in all
academic subjects, all of our teachers and administrators continuously improving and updating their skills
and knowledge to assist students in learning, and all of our communities continuously focusing on the kind
of learning they want for their children.
In FY 1998, the State Department of Education (SDE) provided educational leadership and services to
the State's 86 school districts and other agencies/entities who served approximately 650,000 students. In
FY 1998, South Carolina invested approximate[ $e.g billion of state and federal funds in public education.
Distribution of Total Expenditures
$106,5/14,1 16
SlEPersonal
and Finge Benefits
SIEOperations
[firect Services
Flow Through
For the past seven years, South Carolina has been re-building its education system from the
ground up, replacing an outdated modelwith a high-performance system geared to a more dynamic and
more demanding century. High standards for student achievement are the heart of education reform in
South Carolina, driving the goals we set for learning and directing every other aspect of what we do to
support teaching and learning in our classrooms. We are one of the states leading the nation in
development of standards that will enable our students to compete with any in the nation or the world, and
in re-organizing and re-focusing our entire system to help a//students reach those standards.
SDE actions are based on severalfundamental principles. First, the state must set high standards for
learning, and all children must be held to these high standards. Second, all components of the system
must be addressed since they are interconnected. Third, local communities and schools must be given
authority over decisions about how their children will reach the standards. And finally, state policy must
play a supportive -- not a prescriptive role.
The second and fourth components of these principles lead us to consistently not rank order
programs or budget proposals. One of the reasons the education system has tried program after program
and project after project without consistent improvement is failure in the past to address the education
system as a whole and follow these principles. Education, historically, has tried to improve one program
at a time without the desired results. For real improvement in student learning to take place, all
components of the education system must be addressed and in a systemic manner.
Our current student achievement though is not where we want it to be. To compete in a more
demanding century, our students will have to accelerate their learning so that they can achieve at the
$2,140,1 16,862
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levels outlined in new academic standards in mathematics, English language arts and science. Content
standards in foreign languages, visual and performing arts are completed and achievement standards are
under development. Social studies content and achievement standards were released for public review.
Standards alone will not help all students learn at high levels. Initiatives to provide instructional
materials, state of the art technology and instructional strategies, teacher and administrator professional
development, and assessments aligned to the achievement standards are underway at the state and local
levels. This report is intended to convey information about where we are headed, where we have been,
where we find ourselves now, and how we plan to get to higher standards for all students.
The Agency Leadership System begins with the Superintendent of Education who receives input from
a variety of sources including taxpayers, the General Assembly, professional organizations and other
groups internal and external to the SDE. These constituents serve as a linkage for identifying,
documenting, and articulating concerns regarding the implementation and operation of educational
programs. Extensive effort is made to obtain and coordinate input and communicate progress and
expectations to customers, formally and informally through the use of broad-based committees, task
forces, conferences, meetings, newsletters, faxes, and e-mailand the SDE website.
The Superintendent and the Senior Executive Assistants who head the divisions of Business,
Collaboration, Curriculum, Development, Education Initiatives, InternalAdministration and Support
Services provide leadership for the SDE. Significant strides have been made to move SDE from a
regulatory agency to one that provides quality services and strong leadership. Utilizing the principles of
TotalQuality Education (TQE), agency leadership revised the mission statement to accurately reflect
continuous improvement in the agency.
The organizational structure of each division and office is designed to effectively communicate,
implement, and reinforce the policies and practices that ensure high expectations and clear direction.
Therefore, the nature of the business conducted by each office requires consideration of SDE policies and
procedures. Each senior executive assistant retains responsibility for division operations including
creating and reinforcing high expectations. At the beginning of each year, senior executives review
progress from the previous year and set directions and performance goals for the coming year.
Customer focus is driven in part by federal regulations, state statutes, legislative mandates, State
Superintendent directives, and State Board of Education regulations which provide the foundation for
determining customers. These governing entities create customer needs for technical support both
externally and internally. A list of SDE internal customers includes the agency's administrative,
professional, clericaland trades staff, State Superintendent of Education, and the State Board of
Education. Externalcustomers include state government personnel, and the GeneralAssembly;
professional organizations, special interest groups, news media, teachers, administrators, schooldistricts,
other professional staff, and support staff in schools; state universities, public colleges, private colleges,
and technicalschools; and students, parents, and the generalpublic. The SDE determines near-term and
long-term requirements and expectations of its customers both formally and informally. Both provide
feedback which is used to update strategic plans and action plans, design appropriate training services,
provide technical assistance, and develop new products and procedures directed at improving learning
and educational opportunities.
Many of the processes used to determine customer needs and expectations rely on results of survey
instruments; therefore, the method for improving these processes is to continually evaluate and examine
the accuracy and reliability of the suruey result, and then improve the methods for analyzing the results.
Personnel in each office who perform the analysis of their survey results take notes on how the survey
could be changed to improve the reliability of feedback received. Key changes in survey results are
indicators of changes in customer needs and expectations and help to assess how effective the SDE is at
anticipating particular issues or changes in educational trends. All of the SDE's key stakeholders are
given the opportunity to suggest improvements to seruices and procedures either through conversations
or written feedback.'o
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Strategic planning through the Comprehensive Management Plan is the major means by which the
SDE plans for the future. There are numerous sources data and information of customer needs and
expectations, which are included in the planning process. Overall, the SDE fosters the belief that service
is the key to customer relationships.
Customer satisfaction with SDE services is determined by several measures. Since services span a
range from on-site classroom instructional assistance to the purchasing and maintaining of buses, so
must the measurements of customer satisfaction span a wide range. Likewise, the improvement and
evaluation of the measures are relative to the services provided and the customers served.
Customer service determination falls into two main categories: (1) reports and reviews and (2)
evaluations and feedback.
With the philosophical shift in the agency from regulatory to provider of technical assistance, the
importance of determining customer satisfaction has become vitally important. Because of the need to
monitor customer satisfaction and receive performance feedback, the SDE has developed instrumentation
and protocols to gather data concerning performance in providing daily services.
SDE considers collaborative efforts within the agency and with other agencies, paramount in its efforts
to provide quality educationalseruices. Assessing statewide areas of common need and developing
collaborative action plans with other agencies to address those needs is a primary focus of the Division of
Collaboration as well as throughout the agency. Examples of this collaborative effort include the
following: Budget and Control Board, SDE, SC EducationalTelevision, and private sector
telecommunications providers jointly coordinating the implementation of the K-12 Technology Initiative;
Healthy Schools, Healthy Communities Initiative, in collaboration with the Department of Health and
Environmental Control (DHEC) and focuses specifically on building infrastructure among and across many
state agencies and private, non-profit entities to provide healthier communities across South Carolina;
SDE, the Department of Social Services (DSS), Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS), and
the South Carolina Headstart Association, jointly managing and funding seven statewide projects assisting
AFDC families to gain independence; LINC (Linking Intergenerational Networks in Communities) project,
focuses on intergenerational mentoring to help young people at risk of not succeeding and represents a
collaborative effort of four state and non-profit agencies, including the SDE, Clemson University, the SC
United Way and the DHHS Office on Aging.
SDE requires collaboration as a major component of its formula and competitive grants processes.
For example, all Adult Education/Literacy providers must have a process for collaboration with other
providers in place as a part of their application for funding. All applications for LINC funding and funding
for the Learn and Serve Program have to show collaborative agreements and efforts with other agencies.
SDE has developed a Memorandum of Agreement with DSS to address the states family
independence efforts under the Family Independence Act. A similar memorandum exists between the
SDE and DHEC to provide health care and health education through schools and other community
organizations. Additionally, SDE has participated and provided leadership on several statewide
collaborative efforts including the MICH Counciland the Human Services Coordinating Council.
Additional information for each program listed in this report is available from the SDE. In addition,
reports from the Governor's School for Science and Math and the Governor's School for Arts and
Humanities will be reported separately and not contained in this report.
In conclusion, SDE is committed to continuously improving its service to its customers, which is
reflected in this accountability report. The consolidation of program areas is designed to show a more
comprehensive approach and the performance measures show current levels of performance, trends and
benchmarks.to
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oMISSION STATEMENT
The South Carolina State Department of Education provides
leadership and services to schools and communities to enable all
students, regardless of circumstance, to achieve world class
academic standards.
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PROGRAM NAME: Agency Leadership
^ PROGRAMCOST:
- State: $2,089,175
EIA:
Federal:
Earmarked:Total: $2,089,175
o PRocRAM GoAL:
Provide leadership to develop, establish, and communicate a clear vision of education in South
Carolina. To fulfillthe mission of the South Carolina Department of Education which provides leadership
and services to schools and communities to enable all students, regardless of circumstance, to achieve
world-class academic standards;to provide purpose, direction and motivation to carry out the mission of
the SC Department of Education; to provide efficient and effective educational leadership though adoptionO of policies, rules, regulations, instructional materials and standards for any phase of education.
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES:
o To communicate information on education to the public, parents and communities. Work with the
public and members of the GeneralAssembly regarding state laws and regulations effecting the
ongoing operations and future development of statewide education policy.
O o To administer a nontraditionalorganizational structure to promote a more collaborative, less
OO
hierarchical organization.
o To work with Congress and nationalorganizations/Chief State School Officers (CCSSOyNational
Governor's Association (NGA) on proposed and current federal laws effecting education.
. To provide timely and accurate legal support to SDE and SBE.
o To administer all policies and procedures prescribed by law and adopted by the State Board of
Education.
o To develop curriculum content standards and statewide assessment instruments.
o To administer $2.3 billion in school funding.
o To monitor district compliance with federaland state laws (e.9., Act 135m strategic planning, special
education, administration of Title I funds).
. To provide direct services to districts and schools including staff development, technicalassistance,
O and textbook provision.o To coordinate the efforts of public education in meeting the needs, problems and concerns of
business in South Carolina by maintaining a positive relationship with business executive leadership.
o To coordinate public education effotts to support business opportunities and economic development
activities with Governor's Office, SC Department of Commerce, business executives and business
groups, chambers of commerce, leaders in secondary and post secondary education.
O . To support and serve as liaison for development of business opportunities to enhance economicgrowth and development in SC.
. To challenge and support citizen understanding of the relationship between high academic standards
and preparing for the economic future of communities.
o To manage a statewide schooltransportation system.
. To adopt required policies, rules, and regulations to support SC educational efforts.
/r o To enforce established policies, rules, and regulations in a fair, equitable, efficient, and effective
manner.
. To conduct Charter School hearings as appropriate.
. To manage a statewide instructional materials system in a timely manner.
. To effectively and efficiently prescribe and enforce teacher certification rules and regulations by
conducting licensure hearings.
. To efficiently and effectively assume other responsibilities, exercise other powers, and perform other
duties as may be assigned by law or which is necessary in carrying out the purpose and objectives of
the State Constitution.
.O
o
oPERFORMANCE MEASURES:
o Instrumental in the following legislative action: Full Day Kindergarten, Increase High School Diploma
Credits, Reduce Class Size in Grades 1-3, Education Accountability, and lncreased Technology
. Approved guidelines for Assisting, Developing, Evaluating Professional Teachers (ADEPT).
. Reviewed 3 requests for waivers of non-conforming education buildings.
r Reviewed 8 requests for waivers to reduce millage.
. Approved the Bus Drivers Salary Pay Scale Guidelines.
o Developed, amended and/or repealed 15 regulations.
O . Approved 2 requests for property disposals.
. Approved the Instructional Materials Report for 1997.
r Designated the critical subject areas and geographical areas for teacher loan cancellation purposes.
o Conducted hearings for teacher licensure and suspended 4 licenses; revoked 13 licenses; and denied
5 requests for licenses.
. Approved the Instructional Television Resources.
O o Conducted 2 appeals for Charter Schools.
. Approved 9 Teacher Education Programs at Colleges and Universities.
. Approved and/or amended recommendations in 'At the Crossroads".
. Approved EnglishAanguage Arts, Mathematics and Science Grade by Grade Standards.
o Interpreted state and federal law and provided legal advice to the State Superintendent of Education,
Staff of the SC Department of Education and the State Board of Education.
O . Served as legaladvisors to the State Board of Education on three (3) appellate proceedings.
. Represented the State Department of Education, the State Superintendent of Education and the State
Board of Education in eight (8) state or federal court cases.
. Represented the State Department of Education in 72 teacher certification cases and 6 employee
grievance cases.
o Assisted in processing and appearing before legislative committees in regards to 16 regulations.
. Reviewed approximately 25 RFP's; 150 contracts; sole sources and emergency procurements; 95
grant applications, solicitations and awards.
o Investigated and maintained documentation on 39 complaints relative to violations of IDEA;
Administered a system of conducting administrative reviews of 10local due process hearings as
required by IDEA.
. Revised, updated and disseminated 4 Procedures/Policy Handbooks.
a . Reviewed 70 Office for Civil Rights (OCR) complaints, investigations and resolutions and investigated
and responded to OCR complaints on specialeducation filed against the State Department of
Education.
o Called on business industry leadership each week statewide to develop and maintain positive
relations.
o Developed liaison activities with business/industry and agencies.
a o Maintained network of business partners.v o Developed solutions for solving education/workforce problems.
. Represented State Department of Education at all meetings of economic leadership concerning
quality job creations; represented the department in meetings at local community level to
supporUsolve problems in terms ol K-12 workforce readiness.
. Represented the department in focusing on ruraldevelopment in SC.
- 
. Developed educational relationships with the state's international business partners.!t o Served as policy advisor with Technical College System.
o Worked cooperatively with Department of Commerce on Business recruitment to SC.
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oPROGRAM NAME:
PROGRAM GOST:
State:
EIA:
Federal:
Earmarked:
Total
Agency Communications
$456,371
$ 23,070
$479,441
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PROGRAM GOAL:
To coordinate a system that guarantees the free flow of information and ideas, both into and out of the
State Department of Education; to organize this information so that it is easily accessible and useful; to
have this information be accurate and timely; to encourage and use feedback from as many sources as
possible; to support the communication and media needs of all State Department of Education offices.
To serve as a liaison between the Department of Education, parents, citizens, and the schools and
districts in South Carolina; facilitate communication and coordinate special projects and programs.
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES:
. External Communications (Education): Coordinate and supervise overall quality control for SDE
communications with 86 school districts and 1 ,100 schools. Serve as liaison office for district public
information officers. Write, edit and distribute CONNECT newsletters to district offices and schools
around the state.
o External Communications (Public): First point of contact for education-related requests (including
Freedom of lnformation Act requests) from the general public.
o External Communications (News media): Handle requests for information from newspaper, television
and radio reporters. Coordinate news events and news conferences to disseminate school-related
news. Produce and distribute news releases on statewide education events and initiatives.
Internal Communications: Make certain that agency employees are kept aware of agency activities
and priorities. Activities include publishing the agency's daily in-house EdMail electronic newsletter,
distributing education-related news articles to alloffices, etc.
Technical Assistance (lnternal): Assist other agency offices with their communications needs,
including promotional work for education conferences and teacher workshops; review of agency
publications; editing and design of newsletters and other communications; editing, design and
production of brochures, etc.
TechnicalAssistance (External - Education): Provide communications- and marketing-related
assistance upon request to any school or district. Specially targeted programs of communications
assistance for districts "in greatest need."
Graphics: Provide graphics services and art consulting work for all SDE offices, including designing
and production of publications, newsletters, brochures, etc.
Photography: Provide film and digital photo services to all SDE offices and the State Board of
Education.
Internet: Coordinate the agency's Internet web site, which provides on-line information seruices for
educators and the general public.
State Board of Education: Provide communication-related support services for the State Board,
including logistics for all board meetings.
Directory of South Carolina Schools: Produce and distribute the comprehensive annual directory (both
paper and online versions) of K-12 education that includes updated names, addresses and telephone
numbers for state, district and school staff throughout South Carolina. Also includes a variety of
additional reference material, including private schools and education-related organizations.
Recognition programs: Coordinate programs that recognize and honor outstanding educators from
around the state. Recognition programs coordinated by the Public Information Office include the
State Teacher of the Year Program, the Milken Family Foundation National Educator Awards and
special recognitions before the State Board of Education.
To provide assistance and information to parents and community members through the use of a toll-
free telephone line and through written correspondence.
to
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. To facilitate contact between parents, schools and districts.
. To maintain a log of telephone calls according to the nature of the concern, the location of the caller
and the resolution.
. To coordinate and administer special projects and programs sponsored by the Department.
PERFORMANCE MEASURES:
. Quadrupled the quantity of information available via the agency's lnternet web site. All major agency
publications are now available online, including district- and school-levelstatistics on finance and
student achievement. The number of times the web site was accessed by the public has exploded,
increasing f rom 25,000 in August 1997 to 154,000 in August 1998.
Number of Hits to WEB Site
150,000
Number of 1q)'oooHits 
so,o(D
Enhanced the web site's value as an educational tool for teachers and administrators by adding
packages on testing, regulation changes and other topics. Made presentations on the web site at
conferences ol media specialists, school principals, schoolsuperintendents, district public information
officers and teachers.
Made the annual hard-copy version of the South Carolina Directory of Schools available online,
allowing us to reduce the total number of paper copies printed by 1,500.
Produced and distributed more than 350,000 copies of the CONNECT state education newsletter to
every school and district office in South Carolina.
Transformed EdMail, the agency's bi-weekly in-house newsletter for employees, into a daily newsletter
delivered electronically directly to employees' computer terminals. Thousands of news clippings on
school-related issues were printed and distributed to allsenior executives, office directors and special
assistants.
Designated a PIO staff member to provide customized communications services to schools and
districts upon request, with a special emphasis on districts identified as being "in greatest need."
Coordinated awareness and networking workshops twice during the year for district public information
officers.
Coordinated more than 30 news conferences with media representatives.
Handled dozens of telephone calls each workday f rom news repofters, educators and members of the
public who were seeking various kinds of information about South Carolina's public schoolsystem.
Reviewed agency publications and completed graphic ad assignments.
Built support for the new "Education License Plate" with marketing efforts 
- 
brochures, newsletter
articles and news events 
- 
targeted at educators, businesses and the general public.
Helped coordinate a monthly television show 
- 
"Speaking of Schools" on South Carolina Education
Television 
- 
that features school-related issues. Also assisted with production of a weekly radio
program on South Carolina Educational Radio.
Addressed the needs of key PIO customers: administrators and teachers, parents, students,
taxpayers, students, businesses, State Board of Education members and members of local school
boards, state and local lawmakers, legislators, other state agencies and the news media.
Organizations that are key customers include the South Carolina School Boards Association, the
South Carolina Association of SchoolAdministrators, the South Carolina Congress of Parents and
Teachers (PTA), the South Carolina Education Association, the Palmetto State Teachers Association
and the South Carolina Chamber of Commerce.
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Logged in and documented more than 1,200 parent assisted phone calls during the year, an increase
of 400 calls overthe previous year.
Parent Assieted Phone Calls
Responded in writing to more than 200 correspondences and requests from South Carolina parents
and citizens.
Administered the Junior Scholars program, which recognized nearly 3,000 students; the Archibald
Rutledge Scholarship Program, which awarded four college scholarships; and the Gift of Life Trust
Fund Poster Contest.
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PROGRAM NAME:
PROGRAM COST:
State:
EIA:
Federal:
Earmarked:
Total:
Internal Administration
$589,589
$132,064
$103,278
$824,931
PROGRAM GOAL:
To effectively and efficiently coordinate and manage day-to-day operations; recommend policies and
procedures to increase efficiency and effectiveness; ensure compliance with all state and federal financial
requirements; perform effective and efficient audits; increase public confidence in the SC education
system through better financial accountability; provide efficient and effective service to the following
customers: SC public, GeneralAssembly, GovernoCs Office, schooldistricts, CPAs, other agencies and
entities, and other organizations.
PROGRAM OBJEGTIVES:
o To facilitate effective and efficient, internaland external information flow.
. To produce and facilitate SDE FY 99 Budget input to the Governor's Executive Budget on the date
requested and to specified quality standards; facilitate budget process by responding to all requests
within 48 hours and meeting mutually agreed product delivery dates.
o To produce and facilitate SDE FY 97 Agency Accountability Report and meet established submission,
quality and time standards.
o To respond within 48 hours to all requests for information to include the following customers: General
Assembly, Legislative Staff, Governor's Office, State Budget Division, schooldistricts, other state
agencies, other state entities, SC public, other organizations.
. To initiate improved accountability and public awareness of the use of public education funds by
implementing In$ite reporting down to school level by July, 1997.
o To serve as ExternalAudit liaison.
o To conduct audits and other analyses of all financial and programmatic activity of the Department and
focus on the efficient and effective use of resources as wellas compliance with allapplicable state
and federal laws and agency polices and procedures.
o To assist members of management in the effective discharge of their responsibilities by providing
information, analysis, and recommendations concerning activities reviewed.
o To coordinate updates and improvements in the Funding Manual, the Statewide Accounting System
and the Single Audit Guide in support of all state and/or federal data collections.
o To facilitate external audits and reviews.
o To provide technical assistance to school districts in the areas of school financial accounting, pupil
accounting and student accountability systems, the district budgetary process, and local taxation
requirements.
. To perform compliance audits of EFA and EIA programs.
o To conduct desk review, external audits and quality control reviews required under the Single Audit
Act.
o To fulfill requirements of financial reporting mandated by state and federal laws to ensure that districts
provide adequate financial data in a format consistent with requirements and needs of all data users.
PERFORMANCE MEASURES:
. Reported district expenditure data down to school levelfor FY 97 In$ite and published "Presentation of
State, District, and Education Spending for Public Education for 1996-97.
o Answered 40 requests for district financial data.
o Trained SC schooldistrict board members on uses of In$ite.
o Published and submitted 20 reports required by proviso on or before the designated date and to
required quality standards; completed 25 fiscal impact statements on or before the required date to
established quality standards.
.O
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o. Submitted FY 99 SDE input to Governor's Executive Budget by established date and to the specified
quality standards.
- 
o Facilitated the Agreed Upon Procedures Audit, Single Audit and GAAP Audit with no materialfindings
noted in any of these reports.
o Conducted 20 on-site audits of bus shops verifying fixed and currenl asset values and compliance
with operating procedures.
. Provided technical assistance to bus shops through monthly monitoring of inventory/job ticket
accountability system.
a . Performed internalaudits to ensure efficient use of resources, effective performance of
- responsibilities and compliance with state and federal laws, rules, and regulations.
o Facilitated externalaudits from KPMG, US Department of Education, Government Accounting Office
and National Science Foundation.
o Coordinated efforts of the Department's school district auditors, school district CPA's and In$ite users
to ensure consistency, conformity, and non-duplication of audit efforts.
- 
. Provided technical assistance to school districts in the areas of schoolfinancialaccounting, pupilv accounting, the district budgetary process, calculation of indirect cost rates, and localtaxation
requirements through financial management reviews.
. Published The Funding Manual, The Statewide FinancialAccounting Handbook, and The Single Audit
Guide.
o Conducted 25 compliance audits of EFA, EIA and Act 135 programs.
o Performed desk reviews of 108 school districts, vocational centers and county boards of education;O performed 8 Quality Control Reviews; performed 15 audits of State Agencies and/or nonprofit
organizations; performed 51 desk review audits for nonprofit organizations and other state agencies
all in accordance with OMB Circular A-133 and the Single Audit Act.
oo
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aPROGRAM NAME: Business
^ PROGRAMGOST:
- State:
EIA:
Federal:
Earmarked:
Total:
o PRocRAM GoAL:
To support the Department of Education, school districts, state and federal agencies by providing
leadership, professionalservices and financialaccountability. The scope of our mission encompasses the
areas of Finance, Administrative Services to include procurement, printing, and mailservices, and the
Office of Human Resources.
O PROGRAM OBJECTIVES:
Finance Off ice Obiectives:
o To provide sound financial management and maintain the official financial records for the State
Department of Education in accordance with state and federal laws, regulations, and guidelines.
. To process disbursements within established schedules and/or deadlines. This includes coordination
with the Department of Health and Human Services of the schooldistrict Medicaid expenditure
reimbursements.
. To maintain the Department's payrollsystem in accordance with state and federal laws, regulations,
and guidelines.
o To allocate funds to school districts and other entities, keeping the Local Educational Agency (LEA)
business managers informed of changes in state and federal education programs and related funding
issues and requirements.
o To maintain accurate financial information relative to the PupilAccounting System, the Certified Staff
Listing, and the Education Finance Act (EFA) and Education lmprovement Act (ElA) allocations.
o To maintain accurate and timely grants management services for federal and other funds.
. To comply with the Cash Management lmprovement Act of 1990.
.O
$2,394,054
$223,489
$284,741
$65,926
$2,968,210
o
OO
Administrative Services Office Obiectives:
O . fo purchase all goods and services for the Department of Education in compliance with the South
- Carolina Procurement Code.
o To process all Purchase Requests within two business days of receipt.
. To offer exceptional printing, photocopying, mail, delivery, and telephone services to all offices within
the Department of Education at the lowest possible cost.
r To enhance the knowledge and proficiency of the office staff by pursuing training, experience and
O certification on a continuing basis.
Office of Human Resources Obiectives:
. To provide guidance and assistance relative to the State Department's organizational configurations,
classification of positions, development of position descriptions, assignment of salaries, and employee
performance appraisals in accordance with state and federal laws, regulations, and guidelines.
,r o To implement the annual legislative state employee pay plan in accordance with Budget and Control
- Board directives.
o To process employee and position information through the automated human resource information
system.
. To manage the delegated classification and hire-above-the-minimum program with the Budget and
ControlBoard.
o To provide leadership and guidance relative to employee relations.
o To provide support and technical assistant for the recruitment and selection process.
o To provide coordination and processing of human resource actions for the Governor's Schools in
Hartsville and Greenville.
o 14
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. To process and monitor Worker's Compensation claims for the Department and all school bus drivers
in South Carolina, as well as for both of the Governor's Schools.
o To process and manage the State Dentaland Health Programs, Optional and Dependent Life
programs, and allvoluntary benefit programs for permanent employees.
. To coordinate drug testing for agency safety sensitive positions in the Office of Transportation.
o To provide the security services for the State Department of Education.
PERFORMANCE MEASURES:
Finance Off ice Performance Measures:
. Payments for the State Department's obligations were processed within five days after receiving all
pertinent information and required documentation. Finance staff processed a totalof 50,680
vouchers. Of these, 3,500 were travel reimbursements which were processed within one business
day f rom the noon cut-off and 9,987 were Aid to District payments. Another 614 interagency
payments were processed.
. Indirect cost vouchers, sales tax reports, and internal charges were processed on a monthly basis
within required deadlines. Staff responded to inquiries within one business day.
. Finance staff established and loaded internal zero-base budgets within July 1 , 1997 target date. The
Annual Detail Budget submission for the State Department of Education was completed and
forwarded to the Budget and Control Board, Office of State Budget within the established deadline.
The Federal Project Review Forms were also delivered to the Office of State Budget on schedule. All
necessary adjustments to the State Department's budget were processed on a timely basis.
o The Schedule of Federal FinancialAssistance was completed in compliance with the State Auditor's
Office. Federal funds for FY 1997-98 were maintained at minimum daily cash balance to meet a three
day needs requirement established by federal regulation.
o All payrolls for the State Department of Education were accurately processed and submitted to the
State Comptroller Generalwithin established deadlines. Staff responded to payroll inquiries within
one business day.
EFA and EIA payments to school districts were completed by the required 22N ol each month.
The District Newsletter was published and distributed by the 22* ol each month.
13 Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (GAAP) closing packages were completed.
No significant audit findings were included in the following audits: (a) Statewide Single Audit; (b)
Agreed Upon Procedures Audit; (c) GMP Audit; and (d) LAC (Legislative Audit Council) audit.
All grants were processed within 3 to 5 working days to include the drawdown of the cash and the
initiation of the payment.
The PupilAccounting System was maintained on a timely basis. Alldata was collected and updated
as scheduled. Attendance sheets for districts were distributed prior to school startup dates.
The annual schedule of events and/or due dates was distributed to all school districts.
a
a
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Adm in istrative Services Off ice Performance Measures:
. Approximately 24,500 purchase orders were processed in fiscal year 1997-98. Purchasing achieved
an average turn-around of 2.46 days. This equates to an average of 100 purchase orders processed
per business day. For 1997-98, Purchasing initiated a program to develop and pilot test an electronic
method of processing purchase requests. The pilot test is to be conducted in fiscal year 1998-99.
Chart #1 depicts the decrease for FY 97-98 in purchase orders processed due to the use of small
purchase orders.
Purchase Orders
Chart 1
26,s00
26,000
25.500
24,500
24.000
96-97
Year
97-98
The Director of Administrative Services and the Purchasing buyers are pursuing National lnstitute of
Government Purchasing certification. This is a rigorous program that will ensure buyers for the
Department remain on the cutting edge of advances in the public purchasing field.
The Office of Administrative Services researched and produced a guide for assisting offices in
planning and conducting off-site meetings and conferences. In addition to providing valuable
information to conference planers, the guide offers a variety of lower cost alternatives to expensive
hotel conf erence facilities.
The Director of Administrative Seruices implemented a monthly meeting schedule with support staff to
answer questions, address concerns, and coordinate efforts to reduce administrative costs.
The mailroom processed approximately 495,000 pieces of mail in fiscal year 1997-98, an average of
over 2,000 per business day. Chart #2 depicts the decrease in mailroom usage due to the increased
usage of batch mail and other forms of communication such as E-mail and the Internet.
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o Mail Procossed (FY 96-98)Chart #2
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The print shop printed approximately 13,900,000 pages in f iscal year '1997-98, an average of over
55,000 pages per business day. During this time, the print shop successfully completed a very time-
sensitive, high-priority print job (frameworks) consisting of ovelt1 million pages to be distributed to
teachers throughout the state without jeopardizing quality. The print shop did this by operating round-
the-clock and utilizing staff outside of the print shop who were cross-trained in printing. Chart #3
depicts the decrease in printing services due to the increased usage of other forms of communication
such as E-mailand the lnternet.
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Office of Human Resources Perlormane teasures:
e The Office of Human Resources reviewed, evaluated, and processed in accordance with the Budget
and Control Board, Office of Human Resource Management rules and regulations, 119 new hires, 37
promotions, 129 separations, 40 reclassifications, 10 lateraltransfers, and 5 reassignments.
. The Office of Human Resources assisted in the restructuring of human resources in both the print
shop and the mailroom after the determination was made that the need for these services had
declined and an increase in the demand for fiscal services had increased.
o Maintain and reconcile fulltime equivalents (FTE) for the Department.
o Chart #4 depicts the decrease of approximately 172FTE's over a nine-year period.
. The Office of Human Resources processed 355 Worker's Compensation claims.
. For fiscal year 1997-98, no audit exceptions were noted by the Budget and Control Board.
o Drug testing for safety sensitive positions were conducted as follows; Post Accident (2); Random
AlcoholTest (138); Random Urine Test (388); Pre-employment (71).
. Security services were operationalfor all business hours.
CHANGES IN FTE'S
CHART #4
I State I Total
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oPROGRAM NAME:
PROGRAM GOST:
State:
EIA:
Federal:
Earmarked:
Total
Direct Aid
$1,341 ,332.',141$ 134,176,681$ 48,000$ 5,278,623
$1,480,835,445
o
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o
o
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PROGRAM GOAL:
To support education efforts through direct aid.
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES:
. To ensure that every child in the state receives an educational opportunity that meets state standards.
. To provide reimbursements to school districts for special programs.
o To provide for an annual teacher salary increase to maintain SC teacher salaries at the Southeastern
average.
o To provide an extended-day kindergarten program that will prepare children for the first grade.
o To defray costs of fringe benefits to help support programs.
o To support entities and programs around the state to include Winthrop University, College of
Charleston, The Felton Lab at South Carolina State University, and others
PERFORMANCE MEASURES:
o Funds were adequately and timely distributed.
. $1 billion of EFA funds were distributed to the 86 school districts, Department of Juvenile Justice,
Palmetto Unified, and Schoolfor the Deaf and Blind; 780,681 weighted pupil units were funded.
Weighted PupilUnits
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wPUs
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Fbcal Year
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oBase Student Cost
Estimated vs. Appropriated vs. Funded
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$326 million of fringe benefits were provided.
$30 million of Extended Day Kindergarten programs were provided for preparing children for the first
grade. CSAB test scores increased 3.8olo from the previous year. 79.6"/o of students tested met the
readiness standard; 31,51 1 Students were funded in FY 1998 in 85 school districts.
Achieved FY 1997-98 South Carolina average teacher salary of $33,697.
SC Teacher Average vs. Southeastern Average
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oo PRocRAM coST:
State:
EIA:
Federal:
Earmarked:
Total:
o
PROGRAM GOAL:
To ensure that all Local Education Agencies (LEAs) are in compliance with applicable state and
federal laws and regulations by providing technical assistance and uniform monitoring procedures for data
collection, analysis, assessment and reporting; to increase public confidence in the S.C. education system
by providing sound program accountability; and to effectively and efficiently coordinate and manage all
O program quality reviews.
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES:
o To ensure that every child in the state receives an educational opportunity that meets state and
federal standards.
o To fulfill requirements of state and federal monitoring mandates.
O o To respond to requests for information and facilitate the effective and efficient flow of external and
oo
internal information.
o To be a source of expert information for LEAs by providing monitoring, technical assistance and
support in meeting compliance standards.
o To assist members of management in the effective discharge of their responsibilities by providing
information, analyses, and recommendations concerning activities reviewed.
PROGRAM MEASURES:
r Fulfilled 100o/o of legal requests for information, analyses and recommendations in a timely, efficient
and effective manner.
o Trained 100% of appropriate state department personnel in specific program laws, regulations, and
best practices.
a o Provided technical assistance to all 86 school districts, special state-supported institutions, and 1,079
schools on a case by case basis as needed and/or as requested for the following: ESEA Title Vl,
Individuals With Disabilities Education Act, State Accreditation Regulations and ACT 135.
o Provided technicalassistance in Civil Rights Compliance to 3 schooldistricts.
. Completed required monitoring as described in state laws and regulations in all 86 school districts for
Quality Assessment.
O . Completed required monitoring as described in state and federal laws and regulations:
PROGRAM MONITORED-
EFFICIENCY MEASURE
NUMBERS MONITORED PERCENT IN FULL
COMPLIANCE
ESEA Title Vl 46 schooldistricts, 100 public schools, 50
private schools
100%
lndividuals with Disabilities
Education Act
24 schooldistricts 1OO"/"
State Accreditation
Reoulations
86 school districts, special state-supported
institutions, and 1.079 schools
88o/"
ACT 135 86 school districts and 1.079 schools IOOYo
Civil Riqhts Comoliance 3 vocationalcenters 100%to
O PROGRAM NAME: TechnicatAssistance - Monitoring
$ 6,818$ 14,943
$3,953,649
$3,975,410
o
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PROGRAM NAME:
PROGRAM COST:
State:
EIA:
Federal:
Earmarked:
Total:
Technical Assistance 
- 
Accreditation and School Support
$ 561,032$ 269,851$ 152,019$ 48,054
$1,030,956
PROGRAM GOAL:
To effectively and efficiently provide the services and resources necessary to foster the continued
improvement in the delivery of quality educationalprograms to the children of this state;to insure that local
educational agencies comply with applicable federal and state statutes and regulations governing school
operations and programs;to reward and encourage high performing schools to stimulate innovation and
creativity; and to stimulate quality teaching and learning practices in low-performing schools through
accountability systems and targeted technical assistance.
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES:
o To ensure that every child in the state receives an educational opportunity that meets state and
federal standards
o To coordinate the administrative functions of EIA programs and other initiatives within the Office of
Organ izational Development.
. To establish and maintain open lines of communication and serve as resource/liaison between the
Department of Education and local educationalagencies.
o To provide technical assistance and support to local educational agencies to ensure their compliance
with prescribed state accreditation standards essential to the operation of quality educational
programs.
o To annually identify, notify, conduct on-site monitoring, and perform desk audits on interim progress
reports for all districts designated "highest priority''for technical assistance.
o To annually identify, notify, and provide technical assistance and support to all schools that qualify for
deregulated status.
. To issue all high school completion documents and provide effective procedures for their acquisition.
o To issue allduplicate diplomas as requested.
o To review, approve/disapprove innovative approach applications for all LEA's.
o To effectively and efficiently respond to all requests for information.
PERFORMANCE MEASURES:
. Compiled, published, and distributed 2,480 copies of the School Administrators Guides, Regulations
and Statutes to local educationaland state agencies and organizations.
o ldentified exceptions to accreditation standards and provided preliminary analyses to 1,079 schools
and district offices.
o Conducted accreditation desk audits and distributed results to 1,079 schools, district offices, and local
boards of trustees.
. Compiled and published 75 copies of the Accreditation of School Districts in South Carolina Annual
Report for the State Board of Education as required by law.
o Provided on-site accreditation visits to local educationalagencies as requested.
o Provided on-going technical assistance/information to parents, teachers, and officials of local
educationalagencies regarding state standards and regulations impacting student learning.
o Reviewed, approved/disapproved 225 innovative approach applications for alternative core credit
courses and non-standard specialeducation classes to support changing curriculum needs of
students.
o ldentified, notified, conducted on-site monitoring, and performed desk audits on interim progress
reports for four school districts designated "highest priority''for technical assistance.
. ldentified, notif ied, and provided technical assistance and support to 126 deregulated schools
designed to respond to student learning.
to
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Received, vedlied, and bsued 54,909 hiEh sc*tool comptedon docurnerils 
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Received, cotnpibd, and forwarded the namee sl 4,421STAR scftolanhip rscipientB to the
Commiedon on H[her Education.
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PROGRAM NAME:
PROGRAM COST:
State:
EIA:
Federal:
Earmarked:
Total:
PROGRAM GOAL:
Technical Assistance - Curriculum
$1 ,144,s38
$724,198
$1,872,624
$13,888
$3,755,248
To provide leadership and services to schooldistrict administrators needed to achieve educational
equity and excellence in South Carolina schools; to increase student achievement in identified schools
through targeted technical assistance to teachers; to provide materials to principals, teachers, and
students that enhance teaching and learning; and to provide high quality educational programs for all
children.
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES:
o Black History 
- 
To facilitate the development and dissemination of black history materials; to
implement a lending library of black history materials for schools; and to co-sponsor training seminar
and teleconference for teachers.
o Comprehensive School Health/Centers for Disease Control (CDC) 
- 
To increase the number of
schools providing and students receiving effective AIDS education and effective Comprehensive
School Health Education (CSHE) and to provide health record forms.
o Effective Principals Project 
- 
To conduct Effective Principals' roundtable meetings to share best
practices for effective schooling.
. English as a Second Language (ESL)/Bilingual Education 
- 
To provide supportive services to
teachers and administrators to help transition students with limited English proficiency (LEP) into the
mainstream classroom and to provide graduate courses for teaching English as a second language.
o Instructional lmprovement Initiative (lll)/Priority and Greatest Needs Districts (PGN) 
- 
To improve the
academic achievement of students in 160 identified low-performing schools and to assist in brokering
effective instructional support services recommended by external review teams reports to the State
Board of Education.
o Technical Assistance 
- 
To provide support for state and federally funded programs; to provide
workshops, courses, and instructional materials for principals, teachers, and administrators; to provide
direct support with $1,386,184 in funds to schools and districts to enhance teaching and learning of
students; and to notify and facilitate selection process of the U. S. Senate Youth Program.
o Title I State Program lmprovement 
- 
To provide direct support through grants to Title I schools in
need of improvement to demonstrate substantial progress of student achievement and to provide
information to district representatives and Title I coordinators on the federal requirements to identify
schools and on frameworks, standards, and technology.
PERFORMANCE MEASURES:
o Black History 
- 
Facilitated editing, printing, and distributing African-Americans and the Palmetto State
to all eighth grade students and media centers4ibraries in the state; implemented a lending library;
and co-sponsored the Marva Collins Training Seminar with the South Carolina Association of Black
School Educators and teleconference to effect the teaching of Black History in South Carolina schools
with South Carolina State University.
. Comprehensive Health Education (CHE)/Centers for Disease Control (CDC) AIDS and Expansion 
-Conducted statewide CHE conference and nine in-service training workshops, awarded six partner
grants and 30 HIV mini-grants, and printed and mailed 30,000 health records. Increased AIDS
education in high schools as shown through the random sample survey (Youth Risk Behavior Survey)
of 5,000 studenls from 70 high schools administered by the University of South Carolina School of
Public Health. Data from the survey showed a 1S-percent (15%) increase from 199'l to 1997 in the
percentage of twelfth grade students reporting that they had received AIDS education in school.
to
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oEnglish as a Second Language (ESL)/Bilingual Education 
- 
Provided technical assistance on-site to
over 85 schools; collaborated with over 20 state agencies; and assisted more than 1,000 ESL and
mainstream teachers and administrators with limited English proficient (LEP) students. Provided 35
workshops and two regional graduate courses offering support to more than 50 school districts and
875 teachers and administrators to increase academic performance of LEP students.
Effective Principals Project 
- 
Three roundtable meetings were held lor 37 selected principals invited
to share information on effective and successfulschool programs.
Instructional lmprovement Initiative (lll)/Priority and Greatest Needs (PGN) Districts 
- 
Provided
sustained on-site instructional assistance to 80 elementary schools and 80 middle and high schools to
increase student achievement by improving instruction. Established partnership agreements with
participating schools and SDE staff who facilitated external and internal services to impaired districts.
Fifty percent (50%) of grades tested in lll and PGN schools showed an increase in the number of
students scoring above the 50th percentile on the MATT and a decrease in the number of students
scoring in the bottom quarter for reading and math. (See chart below.)
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Achievement Criteria: Grades served willshow a decrease in the number of students scoring in the
lower quarter and an increase in the number of students scoring in the upper
half on MATT in reading and mathematics between 1997 and 1998.
Reading: % of grades served showing decrease in lower quarter.
Reading: % of grades served showing increase in upper half.
Math: % of grades served showing decrease in lower quarter.
Math: % of grades served showing increase in upper half.
Category 1:
Category 2:
Category 3:
Category 4:
to
o Technical Assistance 
- 
Administration 
- 
Provided support for state and federally funded programs;
provided workshops, courses, and instructional materials to principals, teachers, and administrators;
provided $1 ,386,184 in direct support and grants to schools and districts to enhance teaching and
learning of students; and facilitated the selection of student delegates to represent South Carolina in
the Hearst Foundation's U. S. Senate Youth Program.
o Title I State Program lmprovement 
- 
Employed 12 master teachers to assist identified schools of
need by providing on-site staff development to improve student achievement. Funded 33 grants for
consultant services in 29 districts and made progress toward meeting the definition of adequate
progress in nine districts identified for district improvement under Title l. Of the nine districts, four
made improvement in reading (the difference between the districts'actual percent of students in the
bottom quarter and 25 percent was reduced by one-fourth each year). Provided required federal
information on school improvement to 236 district representatives and Title I coordinators at fall and
spring conferences and information on the frameworks, standards and technology to 300 participants
representing the 86 districts at regionaltraining sessions.
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oPROGRAM NAME:
PROGRAM COST:
State:
EIA:
Federal:
Ear Marked:
Total:
Facilities
$ 42,584,646
$ 38,802,052
$$ 3,375
$ 81,390,073
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PROGRAM GOAL:
To effectively and efficiently ensure safe and healthy school facilities that provide an appropriate
school learning environment for each student.
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES:
o Administer the allocation of EIA Building Fund Program and the Children's Education Endowment
Fund for school district building projects.
r Review and approve plans/specifications for all public school construction.
o Inspect all school renovation and new construction and improvements. Inspections occur during
construction and upon completion, prior to occupancy, and if acceptable an occupancy approval is
issued.
o Receive and process school district facility and funding related waivers, and report and recommend
these waivers to the State Board of Education.
o Continue and expand interagency inspections and related collaboration activities with State Fire
Marshal and Department of Health and Environmental Control.
o Provide technical assistance to school districts, architects and engineers involved in school design
and construction.
o Inspect, review and approve school district acquisition of school sites.
o Review and recommend approval to the State Board of Education for the disposal of school property.
r Develop a uniform GIS/MIS program to maintain a data base that contains a statewide building
condition assessment and interactive facilities management s)rstem.
r Develop a capital improvement planning process for school districts, automated to the extent feasible
and coordinate this effort with the proposed MIS/GlS program.
o Publish and distribute periodic technical briefs addressing facility inspection problems, Code issues
and other relevant facility information to school districts, and architects, engineers and contractors that
work in the schoolfacilities field.
o Develop and publish Guidelines for Energy Performance Contracts (in collaboration with State Energy
Office).
o Initiate a program to update the School Building Atlas and place this Atlas in an electronic GIS
program.
o Update South Carolina School Facilities Planning and Construction Guide.
.O
PERFORMANCE MEASURES:
o Allocated EIA Building Funds
o Allocated Children's Education Endowment (building) Fund
o Internaloperations of the Office of District Facilities Management
o Office staffing
o Number of architectural plan submissions reviewed
. Number of site inspections
r Number of funding applications reviewed, approved and processed
o Number of funding or facility standard waivers researched and
processed
. Technicalassistanceactionsrecorded
Total Key Transactions
FY 1 997/98
$38,802,052
$42,285,474$ 302,848
FY 1996/97 FY 1997/98
66
570 464
73 49
284 363
30 33
1.640
2,922
1.870
3,193
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Plan Reviews
Transactions for Employees
New guides researched, written, published and disseminated
(technology and food services)
o Informational workshops sponsored or participated in.
Efficiency Measures
o Increase in Funding Applications Processed
o Technical requests responded to in 24 hours
. Plan reviews completed within 30 working dap
o Inspections that did not meet customer timeframe
o Funding application reviews exceeding 7 days
o Waiver submissions exceeding 45 days
Funding Applications
OO
o
o
o
o
o
o
FY 1996/97 FY 1997/98
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Waivers Processed
Increase in productivity over previous yean Construction, Site and
existing Facility Inspections
Inspections
Increase in employees over 4 years
Increase in operating cost over 4 years
lncrease in employee productivity over 4 years
Cost per key transaction
27o/o
oo
Oo/o
Oo/o
N/A
$111
Oo/o
9.8%
1ffio/o
$e5
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oPROGRAM NAME:
PROGRAM GOST:
State:
EIA:
Federal:
Earmarked:
Total:
School Food Services
$ 1,032,083
$
$ 117,988,521$ 2,083
$ 119,022,687
OO
o
o
o
o
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PROGRAM GOAL:
To work with the school districts to provide quality food and nutrition programs in every school through
educational support, resources, and advocacy.
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES:
. To administer the federally funded Child Nutrition Programs so that all students will receive quality
nutritious meals daily and receive nutrition education that will teach them to make healthy choices for
a lifetime.
PERFORMANCE MEASURES:
o ExpenditureDistribution Aid to Districts District Suooort lnternal Ooerations
Federal $116,460.524 $209.131 $1.318.866
State s 9M.174 0 $ 87.909
Earmarked $ 2,083
Provided Federal reimbursement in the amount of $90,572,365 for lunches seryed and $20,068,803
for breakfasts served and reported by the 88 participating school food authorities. ln addition, an
entitlement value of $.15 in USDA-purchased commodity foods was guaranteed for each
reimbursable meal claimed. In 1997-98, South Carolina received 98 ditferent commodity food items
valued al $12.2 million.
Provided: $66,951 in Nutrition Education and Training Program funds, of which 80"/o ($54,140) was
redistributed in the form of mini-grants to schooldistricts the remaining2Oo/o is allocated to districts for
supplies.
Served over 76 million lunches and 27 million breakfasts under the Federal Child Nutrition Programs.
South Carolina Trends in School Meals 1994
- 1998 School Years
! Lunches (M lllbns) I B reekfasts (M lltlons)
1 million more lunches and
breakfasts served
respectively, than the
previous year.
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Sixty-four (64) percent of allstudents participated in the school lunch program and twenty-three (23)
percent participated in the school breakfast program. South Carolina ranks in the top ten states in the
nation in percentage of students reached by the lunch and breakfast programs.
Sixty (60) percent of lunches served and eighty-six (86) percent of breakfasts were served to students
that qualify for free and reduced price meals.
Total Meals Served in South Carolina
School Meals Program
1997-98
Sixty percent of total lunches
and 86 percent of breakfasts
are served to free and reduced
price students.
The strategies and teams focus efforts on training, nutrition education, advocacy and marketing.
Teams are organized in the Office of School Food Services to carry out the strategic action plans and
strategies identified to support the two objectives: (1) to serve all South Carolina students nutritious
meals and (2) to provide nutrition education to all students teaching them to make healthy food
choices for a lifetime.
600 managers and supervisors received training in Target Your Market, a seven-hour course that
required the completion of a marketing plan for each participating school. Training for Culinary
Techniques for Healthy School Meals, a site-based manager-coaching program in healthy food
production, was completed for 100% of the school districts during 1997-98.
In follow-up to the Culinary Techniques training, Quality Score Cards for on-going use by the
managers and an impact evaluation system were distributed for implementation and continuous
feedback on food quality and improved product.
Two additional training programs for food service employees were also provided to enhance skills and
thus program quality. ONE (a sixty module program, Orientation for Nutrition Employees) was
provided to the major portion of the school districts via a 4-hour training session and provision of the
modules to managers and food service directors in 70 school districts. Because these training
programs require on-site training, a Basic Training Skills for Managers course was also introduced.
Twenty-three master trainers for the 3O-hour course were trained by State staff in May 1998. The
course is being taught across the state in cooperation with adult education.
Technical assistance in the form of customized training was made available to districts by request and
25 different training presentations were provided in75o/o of the school districts during the '1997-98
school year. ln all such efforts, the focus is on increasing meal participation through improved product
and nutrition education.
In May, 180 district food service supervisors and managers received a newly developed Managerial
Guide, were introduced to the School Food Service Lending Library, and participated in discussion
groups in leadership needs, training standards and training skills.
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Ten thousand parents and chiHren were reached through successful participation in the WIS-TV Back
to School Bash and the dissemination of nutrition and School Breakfast Program materials in August
1997. Marketing initiatives also included the distribution of Eat Right Be Right posters promoting
school meals as the healthy choice for students were distributed to all secondary and elementary
schools. The Palmetto Aoole, a training and marketing publication for localschools, was published
quarterly and provided to all South Carolina schools.
Advocacy (the building of broad-based support for the Child Nutrition Programs and student nutrition)
is a major focus of the program. Silty food service directors received training in June on Building
Child Nutrition Alliances and community involvement. Office staff participated in exhibit opportunities
and provided nutrition materials for 10 statewide conferences and for numerous local health fairs,
classrooms and similar activities.
Nutrition and compliance with the Federal requirements for healthy school meals continues as a
priority for all state office staff. Eleven mini-grants were awarded from Nutrition Education and
Training Program funds and successfully completed by school districts. Audiences reached with the
grants included: 291 teachers , 12,222 parents/guardians, 16,605 students, 125 food service
employees and a total of 1 15 schools. Remaining grant funds are invested in nutrition resources for
support of district activities and initiatives.
Distribution of Nutrition Education
Training Program Funds
(Mini-grants Awarded)
OO 97-98 $66,95196-97 Jt21,727
95-96 $r17,299
94-95 $r23,r56
93-94 $120,400
NETP grant represents
100% district support.
State staff are responsible for monitoring schooldistricts both in critical program compliance areas
and in meeting nutritionalrequirements. Fourteen CRE's (Coordinated Review Effort) were
successfully completed during the 1997-98 school year. Ten staff members also received meal-
monitoring training at USDA in April 1998 in preparation for the beginning of a new Federal
requirement to analyze school meals for nutrient content. Both reviews must be completed within a
five-year cycle in every school district.
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oPROGRAM NAME: Transportation
PROGRAM COST:
State:
EIA:
Federal:
Earmarked:
Total
$63,369,067$ 1,141,134
$ 3,816,266
$68,326,467
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PROGRAM GOAL:
To provide a safe, effective and efficient school bus transportation system for public schoolstudents.
PROGRAM OBJECTIVE:
. To allocate State aid to school districts to support student transportation services.
o To allocate State school transportation resources to support student transportation services.
. To coordinate student transportation services activities of the Department and the 86 school districts.
. To manage the SchoolTransportation Student Safety Program.
o To manage the School Bus Driver Training and Certification Program.
o To manage the School Bus Driver Recruitment and Retention Initiative.
o To provide School Bus Routing and Scheduling Assistance services for school districts.
o To provide students with a safe school bus fleet.
. To provide an effective and efficient School Bus Maintenance and Servicing Program.
o To monitor and manage the Environmental Compliance Program for school transportation vehicles
and facilities.
o To administer the drug testing program for the Department's school transportation safety sensitive
personnel.
o To conduct schooltransportation accident inspection and reporting as needed and maintain records.
PERFORMANCE MEASURES:
. Equitably allocated $35,499,217 of State (56% of total of State) and $497,343 0f EIA (44o/o of total of
EIA) funds to school districts to deliver safe student transportation services.
. Equitably allocated $27 ,322 ,036 of State (43/o of total of State), $9,599,374 Earmarked (94olo of total
of Earmarked) and $643,791 of EIA (56% of totalof EIA)funds to provide direct schooltransportation
services to school districts.
. Expended $542,815 of State (1% of total of State) and$223,220 of Earmarked (6% of total of
Earmarked) funds to manage the internal operations of Office of Transportation toward the safe
delivery of student transportation services.
o 20,500 more students were transpoded each day than in FY 1997; the number of school buses
operated decreased by 42, from 5,044 in FY 1997 to 5,002 in FY 1998. This decrease continues a
twenty-year trend of decreasing the school bus fleet and increasing students transported. These
decreases are impressive when compared to the marked increase in route miles and students
transported over the same period of time.
Students Transported Per Day
(unduplicated) Operating Fleet Size Per Day
to
o
1992 19S3
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o School Bus Routes Per Year
In FY 1998 over 535,000 students were provided transportation each day to and f rom school by the
operation of 17,328 schoolbus routes.
Number of Students Per Bus
Students per route bus have
increased as a result of buses
operating more routes per
day.
The productivity expressed in
students transported per bus
has increased by 43% since
FY1 992.
School buses traveled 72,657,O1O miles in FY 1998, which
1997 and a 4,650,624 mile Increase since FY 1992.
is an increase of 305,753 miles over FY
Route Miles Per Bus
o The productivity expressed in
route miles per bus has
increased by 16% since
FY1992.
o The Department has decreased in State fund support in the past seven years.
State Funding of Operating Expense 1992 
- 
1998
(Excludes Personnel Costs)
Percent of Funding Support
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To promote safety and driver training, the Department published and distributed a monthly School
Transportation Safety (STOP) newsletter to each school bus driver and school district transportation
official.
To promote schooltransportation safety issues, the Department provided an educational booth at the
State Fair and at two regional fairs (the Upper State and the Lowcountry fairs). This participation
provided an opportunity to distribute over 30,000 leaflets on school bus safety and meet personally
with thousands of parents, students, pre-schoolchildren and others interested in schooltransportation
safety.
Over 10,000 elementary students across the State received pedestrian safety training from the State
Troopers assigned to the Depanment. The Troopers also conducted driver safety training for 4,500
school bus drivers.
The Department received and processed 192 complaints and/or problems pertaining to school bus
transportation. These complaints were successfully tracked and resolved.
To improve service to students a new computerized route description data instrument and pupil
information data system was implemented to assist schooldistrict supervisors in evaluating and
monitoring bus routes. The Department provided this software free of charge to all school districts
and provided hands-on technicalassistance and training to 33 schooldistricts. Allschooldistricts
requesting assistance were served.
5,861 school bus drivers were trained and tested. During FY 1998 the Department provided
classroom school bus driver certification training and testing tor 2,272 new school bus drivers, and
provided Re-Certification classroom training and testing for an additional 903 existing school bus
drivers. Department staff provided school bus driver certification behind-the-wheel skills training and
testing for 1,263 new school bus driver candidates, and provided Re-Certification behind-the-wheel
skills training and testing for 1,423 existing school bus drivers.
The Department's school bus maintenance cost continues to be the lowest in the Southeast. South
Carolina's average cost of school bus maintenance was $0.08053 per mile; these costs include bus
parts, tires, and batteries. The average cost of operating a school bus was $0.09593 per mile;these
costs include fuel, oil, grease, and fluids.
The dependability rating for school buses remained very high at99.52"/". This rating represents the
percent of student trips that were completed without interruption due to a school bus maintenance
failure. The school bus maintenance program has been very successful, recognizing that the fleet
continues to age.
School Buses with More Than
10 Years or 100,000 Miles
3,376 school buses
have more than
100,000 miles or are
more than 10 years
old on June 30, 1998.
The decline during
1 994 
- 
1 996 was due
to the purchase of
2,111 replacement
buses in 1994.
Fy Percent
98
The Department successfully administered the USDOT drug-testing program for all Department
school transportation maintenance personnel.
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Through the Department's aggressive safety program, the number of school bus accidents decreased
trom726 in FY 1997 to 599 in FY 1998.
The Department achieved allthe above activities with FY 1998 internaland direct district support
expenditures, excluding classified positions, of $15,801 ,282in State funds, $3,816,267 in Operating
Revenue and $643,791 in EIA funds. Over the past seven years, this expenditure level has
decreased by $1,092,912 while miles travel by school buses has increased by 4,650,624 and students
transported has increased by 129,067. Even more impressive is the fact that, during this seven year
period, the Office of Transportation managed to absorb the annualWorkers'Compensation premium
cost and the increase in the School Bus Insurance premium (these 1998 costs were $1,693,335 and
$713,552, respectively.) Over the seven-year period, this represents a net loss of $3,499,799 in
operational funding for the student transportation program. Fuel costs associated with the student
transportation continue to be very volatile and beyond the control of the Department. A shift of 't0
cents per gallon in the 1 1 .6 million gallons of fuel used in FY 1998 would have a $1,160,000 impact on
the Budget.
Annual Variations In Fuel Expenditures
$ Millions 19s
'o
o
Accident Statistics
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oPROGRAM NAME:
PROGRAM COST:
State:
EIA:
Federal:
Earmarked:
Total:
Professional Development
$ 308,640$ sso,906
$2,751,748$ 948
$3,612,242
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PROGRAM GOAL:
To develop and provide resources and services necessary to create a vision of what learning can be
and provide support to districts, schools, and individuals to implement quality teaching and enhance
learning for all students.
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES:
r To administer the Office of Standards and Professional Development according to established
procedures and SDE policies.
o To outline a staff-wide approach to proactive, positive, and instructionaldiscipline and a process for
creating a school climate that fosters responsible student behavior. (59-3-90)
o To respond to district requests for training in the 4 Block Language Arts Model. (59-3-90)
To provide a forum for input from teachers on major issues facing public education such as standards,
assessments, technology, and SAT scores and for sharing model lesson plans for use with Standards
training. (59-3-90)
To provide the latest research on brain development by involving participants from across the
education community as well as other health and child care service providers. (59-3-90)
. To provide a comprehensive, year-long induction/training program for new principals. (59-24-80)
o To provide skill development training for new and aspiring school administrators. (59-24-80)
o To conduct teleconferences to inform the various education communities re: Federal Regulations,
innovative programs, technologicaldevelopments and procedural matters; produce videotape copies
to educators; interact with general public regarding issues discussed on television and radio public
awareness programs; deliver/produce new and existing recertification programming enabling
teachers/educators to receive renewal credit; produce/deliver television through SCETV's digital
satellite system.
o To facilitate the implementation of state policies (Section 59-24-40) dealing with the administration of
the Principal Evaluation Program.
. To improve the effectiveness of instructional leaders by participating in a three-day seminar designed
to facilitate the process through preparation, practice and performance. (59-24-50)
. To assist school districts through the Assessment Center project in improving the quality of school
leaders and provide technical assistance and support to school districts in the area of administrator
evaluation. (59-24-10)
. To assist school districts in improving the quality of custodial/maintenance operations.
r To provide leadership and support in identifying, establishing and executing activities for internal
training and development for employees.
o To review processes in the Office of Teacher Education, Certification, and Evaluation to improve
services to its customers
PERFORMANCE MEASURES:
o Administered approximately 99 programs involving all 86 schooldistrict. Twenty-two EPMS and
planning stages were submitted by due date. Approximately 600 purchase orders were processed.
No unauthorized purchases were made. Budget reports/requests were submitted in a timely manner
and budget analysts was consulted when appropriate. Approximately 875 state/non-state employee
travelforms were processed in a timely manner.
o Conducted state/regional School-Wide Discipline trainings for requesting schools. Twenty schools
completed year 2 training in 1997-98. Developed trainers from SC schools for Train-the-Trainer'o
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program: 12 principals, teachers, or counselors completed the program in 1997-98. One case study
that indicates the success of this program is Bates Middle School.
Conducted year-long (eight days) 4-Block Training for 93 district teams representing 94 elementary
schools (total of 565 people). A follow-up survey indicated that 95% of the teachers implemented the
model in their classroom and 86% said they felt prepared to assist other teachers in implementing the
model. Ninety percent of the self-reports from teacher's observations indicated that student learning
had improved. Research data from two districts using the model indicate significant improvement on
MATT reading scores.
Teachers Indicating Student Learning Has lmproved
Student Learning lmproved
No
Indicators of lmproved Student Learning
ITeacher Observations
I Student Grades/Report Cards
E Intormal Readinq Inventories
'o
Decline in Total # of Students Expelled (Bates Middle)
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Provided three statewide Teacher Talk sessions for 230 teachers representing every grade level, all
subject areas and a variety of areas of expertise and communities. Customer evaluations were
excellent.
Collaborated with the Education Commission of the States to provide 6 national levelspeakers on the
latest brain development research; 349 participants ranging from school board members to
community socialworkers attended; participants rated the overallvalue of the presentation 4.7 with
4.5 that the knowledge/skills will be useful to them (5=excellent).
Provided, through the New Principal's Academy, training and mentors lor 32 new principals during the
Summer Institute, falland spring visits, and identified and involved 60 new principals in the program;
107 experienced principals were identified to serve as mentors; 100 % of the evaluations made by
participants on the overall program were very good.
Provided two three-day/one-day follow-up sessions of the Springfield program for 39 participants and
12 mentors. 100% of the participants indicated that the program met or exceeded their expectations.
Delivered/produced: 37 programs (a01l2hrs.) of previews to instructional programming and
teacher/administrator training; 7 programs (16 hrs.) relevant Curriculum Frameworks material; 56
programs (120 3/4hrs.) relevant Statewide Systemic Initiatives materials; 10 programs (18 hrs.)
relevant Instructional Technology materials; 11 programs (19 3/a hrs.) relevant Assessment and
Assessment Procedures material; 62 programs (94 /a hrs.) relevant Nationaland SC Education Goals
material; 37 programs (13 hrs.) training for support staff; 180 "Speaking of Schools" two minute
programs; 51 hr. programs weekly on SCERN relevant to education topics in the state. One hundred
eighty two teachers received recertification credit; 170 teachers received renewal credit.
Responded to training requests from administrative staff in 12 districts, assembled a committee to
review the present PEP and documents from 25 other states, coordinated and facilitated the process
leading to the identification of criteria and standards.
Assisted with three Leader 123 seminars for 126 participants and 30 new and experienced coaches
who served as mentors.
Assessed 58 prospective and new principals using the traditional assessment process; 18 prospective
principals using the Leadership Early Assessment Program. Cross-trained 3 assessors in the LEAP
modelprogram.
Conducted 20 educational events (inservice trainings, consultation visits, workshops and seminars)
for approximately 900 custodial/maintenance and administrative staff. 100% of requests by new
school principals to provide them with documentation and consultation reports, recommending
equipment and housekeeping staff operational concepts, were satisf ied.
Over 700 employees benefited from internal staff development programs. This training increased
service to our customers and work efficiency of employees through the use of skills, tools, techniques,
and information received.
Quality teams were established in the Office of Teacher Education, Certification and Evaluation to
review current processes. Accomplishment of these teams included the introduction of the 24-hour
interactive voice mail system and the inclusion of teacher certification information on the Department's
Web Site. Employees received quality management and customer service training. Technology in
the office was also updated.
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PROGRAM NAME:
PROGRAM COST:
State:
EIA:
Federal:
Earmarked:
Total:
PROGRAM GOAL:
Technology
$ 2,188,777
$18,016,181
$ 2,483,650$ 349,104
$23,037,712
To provide leadership, service, and support to the development of high academic standards for South
Carolina students through the application of technology for instruction and administration.
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES:
o Administer flow through funds for technology professional development, hardware, and software for
school districts in partnership with the K-12 Technology Initiative.
o Coordinate, develop, and administer appropriate statewide activities that support school library media
programs.
. Provide curriculum integrated technology professional development and support to educators in
support of academic standards.
o Facilitate and provide technical assistance for the writing, coordination, and implementation of
technology related grants to benefit schools, districts, and the Department of Education.
o Provide a comprehensive program of instructional television resources to schools via the South
Carolina Educational Television Network.
o Provide technical support, training, and specifications needed for securing administrative data from
schools for state reporting and updating hardware and software to insure Year 2000 compliance.
PERFORMANCE MEASURES:
o To provide technology resources for students and teachers, $16,178,739 in flow-through funds for
hardware, software, and professional development was provided to school districts with guidelines to
insure appropriate use of the money according to the intent of program initiatives.
r A contract with the University of South Carolina provided a distance learning course for South Carolina
educators. Computer building workshops for teachers in greatest needs schools provided 122 new
state-of-the-art computers along with professionaldevelopment on integrating technology resources
into curriculum.
. The Department of Education's thirteen Regional Technology Specialists provided technology courses
and workshops to over 9,000 educators.
. Over 700 library media specialists received an intensive update on library media programs, activities,
and resources of interest to them through six regional meetings.
o Twenty-five school districts received Technology Literacy Challenge Grants from federal flow through
f unds of up to $100,000 to assist and support local school districts in the implementation of their
technology plans and alignment with the South Carolina EducationalTechnology Plan.
o A comPrehensive program of over 400 ITV resources, distance learning, recertification courses, and
professionaldevelopment offerings were broadcast via the SCETV satellite and closed circuit network
to allschools.
o A help-desk provides technical assistance to school districts for administrative software. A statewide
contract for technical courses was negotiated for district technicians to assist in the ongoing
maintenance of district networks. One hundred and seventy-six district technical personnel from thifi-
nine school districts participated.
. Seventy-four percent of mission critical agency slrstems were modified and one-percent tested to
prepare for Y2K usage. The agency network was upgraded with four file servers, and a wiring project
was completed to increase data capacity and throughput.'o
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PRocRAM cosr:
State:
EIA:
Federal:
Earmarked:
Total:o
PROGRAM GOAL:
To enhance student learning by identifying, developing, and implementing assessments based on
state policies, legislation, and the State Board of Education approved standards.
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES:
O r Administer CSAB to first grade students.
. Train master teachers to provide support to teachers in Instructional lmprovement schools for
implementing an ongoing assessment system in grades K-3.
. Support schools implementing the Work Sampling System, an ongoing assessment system for grades
K-3.
o Field test PACT (Palmetto Achievement Challenge Tests) in mathematics, reading/English language
O arts, and science.o Conduct training sessions for district test Coordinators for administering, CSAB, BSAP, MAT7, and
PACT.
. Conduct workshops for district personnel to review, analyze and interpret test data.
. Conduct workshops for district personnel about the new assessment system (PACT) and to train
teachers and other educators to write test questions.
o Facilitate the administration of NationalAssessment of Education Progress (NAEP) assessments
o Provide PACT and classroom assessment materials to the field.
o Administer the MATT (Metropolitan Achievement Tests, Seventh Edition).
o Administer BSAP (Basic Skills Assessment Program).
PERFORMANCE MEASURES:
O r The CSAB was administered in Fall 1997. Of the 54,716 first grade students, 79.60/0 (43,550
students) met the readiness standard. In Fall 1996, 75.8% (36,583 of the 48,225 students) met the
readiness standard.
o Thirteen master teachers were trained and provided instructional support to elementary schools
participating in the Instructional lmprovement lnitiative.
o Thirty-six schools continued their implementation of the Work Sampling System. Materials and staff
O development workshops were provided by SDE through a grant to Michigan University. As a result of
- their work, we are beginning statewide implementation.
o Field tests for PACT (Palmetto Achievement Challenge Tests) were administered in April 1998 to a
total of 226,000 students in grades 1 through I and 10. A total of 66 field tests forms were developed
and administered:26 in reading/English language arts;26 in mathematics;and 14 in science.
o
.O
$1,276,000
$3,176,120$ 227,668$ 15,183
$4,694,971
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Total PACT Field Tests Forms Administered
Five training sessions were conducted involving more than 500 people. As a result they were able to
teach other district and school staff to administer the testing programs.
Six workshops were conducted for district and school personnel focusing on the review, analysis and
interpretation of test data. These people are now able to analyze their own data and use the results of
the tests to improve student performance.
Sixty workshops were conducted for district and school personnel and citizens of South Carolina
focusing on PACT. We estimate that more than 4,000 people have attended these workshops. ln
addition, two ETV presentations were done. Also, six regionalworkshops were conducted in August
1998 and over 800 school administrators and other school representatives attended. Materials
disseminated at these workshops enabled participants to provide information to other school
personnel. Eight workshops were conducted to train teachers and other educators to write test
questions. To date over 700 teachers have participated in the development of the PACT
assessments. They in turn are better able to develop their own test questions and to help their
students prepare for the new assessments.
NAEP was administered to a statewide sample of students in grade 4 and 8 in February. Grade 4
students participated in the reading assessment; grade 8 students participated in the reading and
writing assessments. In addition, seventeen High Schools That Work sites take the high school
NAEP each year to gauge their progress. NAEP provides us with information on our performance
compared to the performance of students in other states. This information helps us to revise our
programs and instruction to improve student performance on statewide, national, and international
assessments.
Materials have been disseminated to schools and individuals as requested. Sample PACT questions
and mini-tests have been posted on the state's web site and thousands of teachers, parents, and
students have reviewed these questions. A "Question of the Week" appeared in newspapers across
South Carolina for 39 weeks, informing the public about the types of questions students will encounier
on PACT.
The MATT was administered in grades 4 (47,840 students), 5 (46,718 students), 7 (48,470 students),
9 (51,370 students), and 11 (34,586 students). Three subtests, mathematics, reading, and language
were administered.
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BSAP was administered in grades 3 (50,695 students), 6 (47,855 students), I (47,269 students), and
10 (42,391 students). Third grade students took BSAP tests in mathematics, reading, and science;
sixth grade students took science and writing; eighth grade students took mathematics, reading,
science, and writing; and tenth grade students took mathematics, reading, and writing.
to
o
63.5% 50.176
52.3"/" 47,781
65.0% 47,379 78.7o/o 47.096 44.4"/0 47,071
(Exit
First
81.5"/o 40,710 75.1"/o 40.755
" A test was not given in this subject area at this grade level.
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PROGRAM NAME:
PROGRAM COST:
State:
EIA:
Federal:
Earmarked:
Total:
Research and Data Beporting
$ 618,389$ 323,576$ 5,369$ 10,975
$1,008,309
PROGRAM GOAL:
To enhance the ability of educators, other policy makers, and the general public to understand,
evaluate, and make decisions concerning the State's educationalsystem through the dissemination of
accurate and timely data.
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES:
. To provide data related to the operation of the education system including information related to the
performance of students, schools, schooldistricts, and educational programs.
o To provide data to support district and school planning requirements of Act 135 of 1993.
o To meet federal data reporting requirements and contractual obligations under the National
Cooperative Agreement.
o To assess programs funded under Act 512 ol 1 984, as amended.
. To analyze district and schooldata to support the School Incentive Reward Program, Flexibility
through Deregulation Programs, and Quality Assessment Program.
o To analyze and report data, as required, for academic assistance as provided by Act 135 of 1993 and
Act 512 of 1984.
o To assist Department staff to meet the legal requirements for retaining records.
PERFORMANCE MEASURES:
o Educators, other policy makers, and the general public were assisted in their efforts to understand the
State's educational system through data contained in a variety of reports. Some reports addressed
individual programs; others consolidated information from multiple sources. All reports were available
in hard copy. ln order to increase the accessibility of information, principal reports, including those
distributed only on request, are now posted on the Department's web page, and, increasingly, data are
available on CD-ROM.
. During fiscalyear 1997-1998, data were disseminated in the following repons. As educators and the
general public become aware of the Department's web site and are able to utilize the Internet, we
anticipate being able to reduce printing costs without sacrificing accessibility.
Outputs/Types of Reports
o Seventeen reports (11,011 copies) produced for general use, including the 1997 editions of What is
the penny buying for South Carolina?, MAT7, BSAP, SAT and ACT Data Reports; South Carolina
Education Profiles; School Crime lncident Report; Rankings of the Counties and School Districts;
Composite of School Calendars; Membership Projections for South Carolina Schools; Annual Salary
Study; State, District and School Performance Profiles; Exit Exam Data Updates; etc.
o Eight reports produced for State Department of Education Program Managers, including School
Incentive Reward Program Data Analysis, Flexibility Through Deregulation Program Data Analysis,
Quality Assessment Program Data Analysis; Monthly Membership Reports; lt's All About Learning;
ldentification of Schools for Targeted Program Assistance; ldentification of Schools with Greatest
Gains; and trained Department personnel in records retention procedures.
. Seven reports produced for the Federal GovernmenVOther Agencies, including Chapter 1
Performance Data, Chapter 1 Migrant Education Performance Report, Chapter 2 Performance
Report, Common Core of Data and FederalTask Orders, Gun Free Schools Report, Kids Count,
Carnegie Middle School Initiative (Turning Points)..O
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oSchool District Assistance
. Needs Assessment Reports (distributed surveys, tabulated results, printed reports) for 500 schools
. Training in research methodologytor 2O district personnel
Requests for Specific Information
o lnformation was provided in response to specific requests from the public, educators, and other policy
makers (1,642 requests) in FY 1998, a 20% increase f rom the 1,360 requests received in FY 1997.
Number of Requests for Information
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Survev Forms
o Evaluation forms were distributed with selected reports throughout the year. Over fifty percent of the
respondents were highly satisfied with the usefulness, organization, understandability, and overall
quality of the reports. The results are summarized in the chart below.
Customer Evaluations of Selected Reports
P e rc€nt of R espon dents G iving E ach B ating
OY6rall Ouallty
Unds18l!ndsblllty
O rg a n izalio n
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PROGRAM NAME:
PROGRAM COST:
State:
EIA:
Federal:
Earmarked:
Total:
Standards
$ 482,447
$ 2,806,979
$15,469,166$ 100,669
$18,859,261
PROGRAM GOAL:
To assist in developing high academic standards for South Carolina students and assist schools and
districts in enabling students to meet these standards.
PROGRAM OBJECTIVE:
. To plan, develop, coordinate and conduct professionaldevelopment opportunities and technical
assistance for school counselors.
o To plan coordinate and conduct professional development opportunities for early childhood education.
(5e-3-e0)
o To plan, develop, coordinate and conduct meetings for improving SAT scores in SC as wellas
develop materials & resources for school districts.
. To facilitate Target 2000 Arts in Education Curriculum Allocations, serve as liaison to the Arts in Basic
Curriculum (ABC).
o To coordinate/develop and administer appropriate statewide activities that support secondary school
services including AP Program administration.
o To administer the EIA teacher grants program. (59-5-67)
o To administer all facets of a federally funded scholarship program (R.C. Byrd) according to federal
regulations.
o To coordinate state exemplary writing program.
o To coordinate State Blue Ribbon Recognition Program.
. To coordinate, develop and administer appropriate statewide activities that support the Drug Free
Program. (Title lV Safe and Drug Free Communities)
. To review, distribute, monitor and approve 86 Safe and Drug Free Grant applications.
o To coordinate, develop and administer appropriate statewide activities that support middle level
programs (i.e. middle school coordinator training, Carnegie School Retreats, Regional Networks, ETV
Programming Institutes, State Conferences).
PERFORMANCE MEASURES:
. Coordinated and conducted 5 week-long trainings for school counselors for 176 counselors of 42
districts; provided technical assistance to counselors in 26 districts; coordinated & conducted 6
regional meetings for approximately 1,031 counselors in 86 districts; planned and participated in 3
ETV programs for counselors; participated in 2 ETV-Radio programs for counselors.
o Facilitated/coordinated the Early Childhood lnstitute (week-long training) with USC for over 100 early
childhood educators; planned/participated in one ETV and six ETV-Radio programs for kindergarten
teachers; planned/coordinated seven regional training meetings for approximately 575 kindergarten
teachers with 126 submitting a plan for recertification credit; provided technical assistance to
approximately 86 school districts; coordinated visits to identified demonstration sites for kindergarten
teachers (approximately 126 participated); wrote/developed a RFP for conducting a comprehensive
evaluation of full-day kindergarten in SC; met monthly with Early Childhood Program Review
Committee to develop and revise standards for kindergarten; planned/conducted two meetings for
early childhood district coordinators.
o ldentified/developed curricula alignment teams and a self-study checklist for schools regarding
improvement of SAT scores; provided technical assistance to 86 school districts in developing
SAT/PSAT improvement plans as part of strategic plans; planned/conducted five training sessions for
schooladministrators, counselors, and faculty members on how to improve SAT scores for
approximately 601 participants; developed/facilitated the SAT Calendar and Teacher Handbooks
to
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materials for all middle and high schools (approximately 500 schools & $40,000 distributed);
developed a bookmark indicating 10 Keys to success on the SAT and the recommended courses
students need to take (40,000 printed for all middle and high schools); developed a SAT Statewide
Competition based on the High School League guidelines.
Awarded Target 2000 Arts in Education Curricular Grants to g6 sites in 1998 (Project Cost
$1,179,095); collaborated with the SC Arts Commission and the Arts in Basic Curriculum Project to
facilitate the 98 Higher Education Forum (Project Cost $2,000); collaborated with SC Arts
Commission, Arts in Basic Curriculum Project, the Coca-Cola Foundation and Columbia College to
facilitate the SC Center for Dance Education (Project Cost $14,000); collaborated with the SC Arts
Commission and the Arts in Basic Curriculum Project to facilitate the SC Curriculum Leadership
lnstitute in Arts Education (Project Cost $60,000);facilitated the development, dissemination, and field
review of the yisual& Pertorming Aft Academic Achievement Standards Draft, represented the
Department in the Arts State Collaborative on the Assessment of Student Standards (Project Cost
$10,000 membership).
Funded 9,269 AP students at $111 per student under the Advanced Placement program; provided an
lnternational Baccalaureate Program for 430 students (cost $28,380); provided funding for 355
singleton classes (cost $239,000); provided 15 AP Graduate Teacher Training Institutes around the
state (cost $194,621).
Three hundred eighty-one EIA teacher grants were awarded and implemented; convened Team of
Readers; 179 individual grants and 2O2 unit grants were awarded for a total of $1 ,220,000.
Processed scholarship checks for 1995 through 1998 Robert C. Byrd Scholarship recipients; awarded
90 new scholarships; All-State Academic Team luncheon held for approximately 300 people.
Awarded 158 Exemplary Writing awards for 1997-98; received 163 Exemplary Writing applications
f rom SC schools; trained 1 13 site visitors; conducted 205 site visits for 1997-98.
Submitted nine State Blue Ribbon applications to the US Department of Education in Washington,
DC. The National Review Panelapproved six Blue Ribbon Applications for site visits. SC schools are
being used as National Models for Exemplary Programs.
Provided violence prevention curricula training for &l districts fallof 1997 and 42 districts spring of
1998, evaluations indicated 100% of attendees felt prepared to implement the curricula in their
districts; provided DARE Training for 45 police officers, evaluation data from both training sessions
was favorable; provided a Safe and Drug Free Schools and Communities conference for over 100
district personnel, evaluation response was highly favorable.
Distributed $5,270,814 in Safe and Drug Free Schools flowthru grants to 86 school districts.
Reviewed and approved each district's grant. Reviewed, approved and awarded "set-aside" grants to
nine greatest need districts.
Provided four strands of SC Middle Level Summer Institute for recertification/graduate credit, 96% of
evaluations were highly favorable; provided two five-day sessions of Four Block Language Arts
training to approximately 140 middle school teachers; 98% of evaluations were highly favorable;
provided middle school professional development through direct training in schools, district offices,
retreats and state conferences; produced eight ETV programs and accompanying facilitator guides
relating to middle level initiatives; conducted three Middle SchoolCoordinator meetings/training
statewide for approximately 50 participants; coordinated state Regional Network Strategic Planning
and follow-up regional meetings for approximately 40 participants from higher education, SSI Hubs,
Writing lmprovement Network, administrators, and teachers; coordinated 17 school grants through the
Carnegie Corporation; conducted three Carnegie School retreats to provide technical assistance in
data-driven decision making and school improvement planning for approximately 50 participants.
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PROGRAM NAME:
PROGRAM COST:
State:
EIA:
Federal:
Earmarked
Total:
Systemic Initiative
$ 103,748
$1,799,221
$2,837,120$ 11,781
$4,751,970
PROGRAM GOAL:
The purpose of the South Carolina Statewide Systemic lnitiative (SC SSI) grant is to establish an
infrastructure for providing leadership and support to improve the quality of mathematics and science
education throughout the state. With the infrastructure now firmly in place, efforts are being shifted from
building networks of support and establishing trust among the customers to focusing on direct classroom
and school level impacts. South Carolina is monitoring the quality of SSI programs, documenting results
and scaling up implementation of high quality, standards-based instruction for every child.
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES:
. To support the thirteen (13) Mathematics and Science Hubs to translate the curriculum frameworks
into realclassroom practices through prolessionaldevelopment, sharing of resources and assistance
to schools.
o To promote public awareness for the need in increased mathematics and science literacy skills of all
students.
. To increase diversity of science and mathematics state leadership.
. To connect thirteen (13) Hub communities to share ideas, support commitment to quality and advance
state science and mathematics agenda.
o To support oversight and coordinate responsibilities of the Governor's Mathematics and Science
Advisory Board.
o To improve and evaluate the operation and outcomes of the SC SSl.
o To improve the professional development opportunities throughout the state.
PERFORMANCE MEASURES:
o Thirteen regional Hubs for mathematics and science are in operation around the state.
o Each SSI Hub employs a professionalstaff including mathematics and science specialists to provide
direct services to schools and districts.
o A statewide network of Teacher Leaders are trained to provide curriculum and assessment workshops
in math and science in their schools and communities.
e Hub staff designed, piloted and put into place an on-going Peer Review Process to ensure consistent,
quality service provision.
c The South Carolina SSlwas one of two states to earn a second Phase ll NSF grant ($5.85 million
over five years) to scale-up efforts in low performing schools.
o A Hub Web page (htto://scssi.scetv.oro/state4 gives teachers access to resources, other teachers,
and ideas, as wellas scheduled science and mathematics events.
o Technology training components are included in Hub sponsored meetings and workshops including
how to access resources through the Web page.
o A new assessment system (PACT), aligned with the mathematics and science curriculum standards,
has been field tested statewide.
. Each Hub provides professional development designed to assist teachers and schools preparing for
the new assessment system. Regional assessment workshops and conferences organized by the
Hubs included over 800 teachers in 1997-98.
o A variety of assessment strategies are shared and discussed in the Curriculum Leadership Institutes,
including use of portfolio assessment, open-ended question, performance assessments, and
anecdotal records.'o
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The Hubs have raised additionalfunding in 1997-1998 of $770,152|rom business and industry, up
from $80,600 in 1995.
To date, 775 teachers are CLI I trained. Of these teachers, 552 are Teacher Leaders through their
participation in the Curriculum Leadership Institute for a second year (CLl ll). Of these, 121
individuals became Teacher Leaders in 1997-1998
Irnlcrcf Gll - lnlrd |-rclu hrltn
At the end of the fifth year of the lnitiative, over half of South Carolina schools (525) are involved in
Hub-based events designed to increase the involvement of administrators in efforts to enhance the
quality of science and mathematics education through the Administrative Leadership Institutes.
In the past year, 5,821 teachers and administrators have been involved in more than 1 13,000 hours of
professional development workshops involving the thirteen Hubs.
All 86 district Eisenhower grants processed on time, eight Demonstration Eisenhower Grants awarded
to teachers/schools, two McAuliffe fellows named, all 86 districts offered one to five courses using
CTN (Critical Teaching Needs) funds.
Hubs have built partnerships with other local resources, such as parks, museums, businesses,
libraries, science centers. In 1995 there were 2,040 teachers reporting resource use at 27 sites; in
1998 there were 5,425 teachers using resources at 62 sites.
f n Mathematics, the number of students statewide scoring above the 50rh national percentile on the
Metropolitan Achievement Test increased f rom Spring 1997 to Spring 1998 by 2"h in Grade 5 and 1%
in Grade 7.
f n Science, the number of students statewide meeting standard on the Basic Skills Assessment
Program (BSAP) tests increased f rom Spring 1 997 to Spring 1998 by O.7"/" in Grade 3 and 3.6% in
Grade 6.
Many individualschools and districts with which the Hubs have worked most closely have shown
greater than average gains. For example, in Mathematics, of the twenty-five districts working most
with Hubs, in Grade 4 seven districts had one-year gains of more than 5% in students scoring above
the national 50th percentile; six districts in Grade 5; and seven districts in Grade 7.
Of the top twenty{ive districts working most closely with the Hubs, seven districts in Grade 3, thirteen
districts in Grade 6, and three districts in Grade B have had increases of more than 5% of students
meeting standards on BSAP Science.
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PROGRAM NAME:
PROGRAM COST:
State:
EIA
Federal:
Ear Marked:
Total:
Charter Schools
$ 14,697
$ 11,785
$887,910
$914,392
PROGRAM GOAL:
To effectively and efficiently coordinate the charter schools initiative in South Carolina; ensure
compliance with allstate and federalfinancialand legislative requirements; increase public awareness of
charter schools.
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES:
. Prepare an interim repoil of charter school results for the Governor and General Assembly.
o Administer the planning and implementation subgrant program.
o Conduct a statewide conference to provide technical assistance to charter school planning and
implementation grant recipients.
o Conduct regional technical assistance meetings to disseminate information to the public on how to
form and operate a charter school and how to utilize the offerings of a charter school.
o Publish technical assistance documents on how to form and operate a charter school and how to
utilize the offerings of a charter school.
o Conduct technical assistance activities on how to form and operate a charter school and how to utilize
the offerings of a charter school.
o Establish a state-level charter schools committee to explore and offer advice concerning statewide
approaches, policies and procedures.
. Serve as Department resource for the South Carolina Chamber of Commerce in Project Connect.
o Publish a directory of all subgrant recipients, including educational goals and project contact
information.
o Attend the national conference on public charter schools. Communicate new information at state
conference.
PERFORMANCE MEASURES:
o Submitted a comprehensive interim report to the Governor and GeneralAssembly.
. Disseminated a subgrant application package, received and processed proposals, provided terms and
conditions to 22 grant recipients, considered all requests for project amendments.
o Conducted statewide conference in April 1998, with workshop topics and professionalstaff from the
Department assisting the participants in technical assistance activities.
o Developed and disseminated, via Department web site and hardcopy, question and answer document
to accompany and explain the major tenets of the South Carolina Charter Schools Act of 1996.
o Provided awareness and technical assistance opportunities to statewide groups at the following
forums: South Carolina Annual School Boards Association Conference, South Carolina Association of
SchoolAdministrators Summer Leadership Institute, South Carolina association of School
Superintendents Summer Conference, South Carolina Alliance of Black School Educators
Conference, Darlington County School Board and multiple local school districts, and other interested
groups.
. Convened charter schools committee on issues related to conference planning, report preparation,
charter schools interest and implementation, and legislative concerns.
o Consulted with the South Carolina Chamber of Commerce concerning Project Connect and co-
sponsored planning and technical assistance activities.
o Published and disseminated a directory of grant recipients.
o Attended NationalCharterSchoolsConference.
o
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PROGRAM NAME:
PROGRAM COST:
State:
EIA:
Federal:
Earmarked:
Total:
School Incentive, School Innovation/Continuous lmprovement
$225,000
$30,816,319
$31,041,319
PROGRAM GOAL:
To effectively and efficiently recognize schools and school districts that demonstrate exceptional
academic performance; recommend changes in policies and procedures to increase efficiency and
effectiveness; ensure compliance with expenditure of funds; provide monetary and tangible rewards to
deserving schools and school districts; provide efficient and effective service to the following customers:
SC public, GeneralAssembly, Governor's Office, schooldistricts, schools (including principals and
faculties), private industry, and other organizations.
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES:
o To properly allocate and distribute appropriated funds.
o To define the objective procedures to be used in identifying recipient schools and school districts.
o To monitor customer satisfaction of program guidelines and implementation through suggested
modif ications f rom customers.
o To consider changes in the guidelines for the administration of the program submitted by customers.
o To conduct data analysis according to adopted guidelines for each school.
o To identify schools and school districts that meet established standards for designation as an
incentive recipient.
r To allocate and authorize the distribution of dollars to recipient schools and school districts.
o To distribute in a timely fashion the non-monetary rewards (flags) to each recipient school.
o To initiate, monitor, and verify appropriate use of incentive monies through the distribution, collection,
and review of expenditure reports.
. To respond within 24 hours to all requests for information to include the following customers: General
Assembly, Governor's Office, school districts, schools, parents, other state agencies, and SC public.
o To provide technical assistance to the local school system concerning the data analysis, criteria, and
expenditure of funds.
o To assist members of the management team in making policy decisions and recommendations.
PERFORMANCE MEASURES:
r Disbursed the following funds for Continuous lmprovement ($g.S million), School Incentive (95
million) and Local School Incentive ($22 million) in accordance with legislative intent.
o Acknowledged receipt and considered implementation of customer input concerning procedures for
identifying recipient schools.
o Recommended revised guidelines for the identification of recipient schools and school districts.
o Conducted analysis of data with verification of accuracy of data elements and calculations.
o Produced a list of recipient schools and their dollar reward amounts for public release.
o Authorized and verified the release and receipt of incentive funds to recipient schools and school
districts: 3 school districts; 19 vocational centers; 46 secondary schools; 59 middle schools; 216
elementary schools
. Distributed letters of congratulations from the State Superintendent of Education and flags to recipient
schools.
o Responded to over 250 requests for information from GeneralAssembly, Governor's Office, school
districts, schools, parents, schoolorganizations, and SC public.
. Provided on-site technical assistance to school districts and schools.to
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aO PROGRAM NAME: Early Childhood Devetopment and Academic Assistance
a PRocRAM cosr:
State:
EIA: $125,634,099
Federal:
Earmarked:
- 
Total: $125,634,099O
PROGRAM GOAL:
To provide additionalacademic instruction beyond the basic program to students experiencing
academic difficulties to assure greater potential for school success.
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES:
O o To improve first grade readiness.
o To emphasize early childhood education.
r To focus resources on prevention.
o To provide extra assistance and learning time, creating the expectation that allstudents will be
prepared for the fourth grade and will graduate from high school with their peers.
. To promote developmentally appropriate curriculum and coordinated programs.O o To allow greater flexibility in providing targeted coordinated programs.
PERFORMANCE MEASURES:
o 15,485 students were served in the EIA Four Year Old Half-Day Program.
. 79.6Yo of the first-graders met the readiness standard on the CSAB.
oo
'o
. CSAB test results improved 3.8% from the previous year.
. SC 4th & srh graders met or exceeded the national average on the MATT improving their performance
for a third consecutive year.
o Grade 4 and Grade 5 students performed as well or better than students in the nation in Mathematics.
o Students in Grades 4, 5,7 and 1 1 performed better in Language.
. Grade 5 scores improved in Reading and Mathematics.
. Grade 7 scores improved in allareas.
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oPROGRAM NAME:
PROGRAM COST:
State:
EIA:
Federal:
Earmarked:
Total:
Instructional Materials
$27,802,883
$6,004,476
$33,807,359
o
o
o
PROGRAM GOAL:
To provide quality instructional materials to the State's pupils based on uone textbook per child" in a
subject area.
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES:
. To distribute instructional materials to 1,100 schools in time for school opening.
a
a
To keep schooland district instructional materials staff informed concerning changes in regulations
and procedures relating to the Instructional Materials Program to facilitate the timely ordering of
materials.
To process contracts and bids for instructional materials.
To maintain the state used book inventory for 1,100 schools and collect fees for damaged and lost
textbooks.
PERFORMANCE MEASURES:
o Processed orders and returns for lnstructional Materials within 3 working days of receipt.
. Provided each school district with an allocation for instructional materials; processed allocation
adjustments within 3 working days of receipt. Chart #1 depicts the funding available versus the total
cost needed for adoptions.
o Held regional meetings for school and district instructional materials staff in the Fall and Spring.
INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS/ADOPTIONS
CHART #1
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oPROGRAM NAME:
PROGRAM COST:
State:
EIA:
Federal:
Earmarked:
Total:
Community Education
$ 3,810,152
$ 15,412,595$ 7,116,641$ 328,724
$ 26,668,112
Office of Community Education-Expenditures By Programs
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ISSll!.conI:
Provide leadership, staff development and training in adult education, family literacy, Act 135
parenting and GED testing so as to implement an improvement in the quality of services at the local level.
Provide leadership, technical assistance, professional development and instructional support services to
educators, parents, community and civic groups in order to enhance academic achievement at all levels.
PROGRAM OBJEGTIVES:
. To provide funding to adult education/literacy providers in every county in South Carolina for literacy,
basic education, high schoolcredential, self-improvement, workplace, parenting and family literacy
programs.
. To develop special projects to improve the accountability and quality of literacy, basic education, high
schoolcredential, self-improvement, workplace and family literacy programs.
o To provide technical assistance and consultative services to providers of adult education/literacy, Act
135 parenting and fami[ literacy.
. To fund adult education/literacy demonstration and training projects, a Literacy Resource Center,
Workplace Resource Center and collaborative agreements with other service agencies to improve
services to undereducated adults throughout the state.
o To administer a statewide GED testing program for adults without a high school credential.
o To build the capacity of local educational agencies and communities to develop and implement quality
programs that substantively incorporate service learning, intergenerational etforts, character
education, young African-American Males Action Teams, unity councils, volunteerism, after school
activities, healthy schools concepts, and academic services for homeless children.
PERFORMANCE MEASURES:
o Funded 81 local adult education/literacy service providers (54 school districts, 9 community based
organizations, 16 TEC's and 2 State agencies). The programs served 115,254 adults, 8,467 GED
examinations administered, 9,637 adults on public assistance, 7,637 disabled adults, 445 homeless
adults, 18,108 adults in correctional institutions. Results: 5,949 adufts eamed a high schooldiploma,
6,423 adults entered other educational training programs, 1,103 adults were removed from public
assistance, 618 adults received U.S. citizenship, and 3,409 adults registered to vote for the first time.
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. Assessed 13 adult education/literacy programs via onsite visits and; 69 programs through desk audits.
All local programs were visited at least twice by Office of Community Education staff members for
technical assistance purposes. Results: Adult education/literacy providers receive technical
assistance to ensure federal and state regulations are implemented.
. Funded 13 training projects, 4 demonstration projects and 4 teacher min-grants. Results: State
Workplace Resource Center funded in Greenville, SC. Produced 20 curriculum products to be used
statewide.
Provided 13 Gateway Grants to public housing authorities to administer basic skills to adults. Results:
366 adults and 23 children participated in basic skills training.
lmplemented 27 New Workforce Initiative Programs. Results: 389 industryibusiness sites established.
Provided basic skills/employability classes to 24,956 adults, 16,772 adults served in workplace
programs, 4,076 adults gained employment, and 6,260 adults secured employment or obtained job
security.
Provided Statewide GED Testing. Results: 8,467 GED examinations administered, 4,801 High School
Equivalency Diplomas were issued.
Funded 86 Act 135 Parenting and Family Literacy Programs. Results: 9,056 parents received
parenting instruction in their home, 10,096 preschoolchildren impacted as result of parenting
instruction in their home,25,899 parents received group parenting instruction, 28,176 preschool
chifdren impacted as a result of group parenting instruction, 11,572 parents received literacy
instruction, 526 parents graduated with a GED or high schooldiploma, 5,020 preschoolchildren
received developmental screenings, 6,131 families received childcare services, 3,382 received
transportation services to parenting and family literacy classes, 100% parents enrolled in district
parenting and family literacy initiatives received library cards, 3,336 parents reported greater
involvement in their children's schooling, 86 districts improved parenting skills and increased parent
participation in children's education as per district surueys. 80% of program participants scored
increased levels of school readiness as per CSAB compared to 78.2 in the general population.
477,461 Instructional packets were distributed to parents, 3,086 parents reported that they read more
to their children.
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Criteria Number ol Programs
that Met Standard
Number of
Programs that Did
Not Meet Standard
Criteria l: The extent to which available programs and
services are: (1) based on and satisfy
com mu nity/school district needs and coordinated
among providers in an effective and efficient manner.
77 4
Criteria ll: The elitent to which identified academic,
personal and social and/or goals of individual adults are
beinq met.
HS/GED
Basic Skills
34
64
HS/GED
Basic Skills
22
17
Criteria lll. The eldent to which staff successfully (1)
recruits students that specific programs and services
are designed to serve, (2) assumes responsibility for
the success of their students, and (3) provides facilities
and resources that enable students to accomplish their
proqram qoals.
Recruitment 64
Retention 53
Recruitment 29
Retention 28
Criteria lV: The elitent to which curriculum and
instruction components of program adhere to high
qualitv standards.
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520 participants attended the 2-day statewide conference on Parent Education and Family Literacy.
Results: 99% of participants submitted positive evaluations indicating the workshops and state
conference: were wellorganized; provided them with information they needed; provided
activities/information they would use in their district's initiative.
12 Even Start Family Literacy Programs. Results: 501 families received comprehensive family literacy
seruices, 554 parents received parenting education, 620 children received early childhood instruction,
40 families received childcare services, 42 parents graduated with a GED or high school diploma, 409
parents received adult education or literacy instruction, 620 children received early childhood
instruction.
Allocated funds for 7 lntergenerational programs. Results: Number of senior volunteers in LINC
program increased by 367 or 221o/o over the previous year. These seniors logged 38,376 hours of
volunteer service. An estimate of the contributions to school districts from volunteer assistance is
12,695,364 hours x $13.73, totaling $174,307,347.
Funded 21 Character Education programs. Results: Data indicates a trend of decreased office
referrals, suspensions and improved attendance in two of the pilot districts. The number of students
served by the character education program increased by 12,000 over 1996.
Provided 8 Downtown as a Classroom programs. Results: 91o/o ol students said that business
contacts were supportive, thus bridging a gap between business owners and students. Nearly half of
the respondents said they use their marketing knowledge with over 50% using skills in math and
entrepreneurship.
Administered 89 After School Programs. Results: Provided after school programs for at-risk children
in areas throughout the state where limited after school programs exist.
Provided assistance to 12 McKinney Homeless Assistance Programs. Results: 4,284 homeless
students were served and more than 4,000 books and educational materials distributed to homeless
children living in shelters.
Allocated funds for 34 Seruice Learning Programs. Results: 150,213 students participated in
meaningful service learning projects, representing an increase of 295"/" over 1996. 24,944 parents
and community members participated in service learning activities.
Service Learning Population Tlends
200,000
150,000
100,000
50,000
0
1 996 1 997 1 998
Conducted and facilitated 26 regional and statewide technical assistance and training opportunities.
Results: lnformation and materials disseminated to students, educators and community leaders to
enhance programs at a local leveland increase services to students.
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PROGRAM COST:
State:
EIA:
Federal:
Earmarked:
Total:
PROGRAM GOAL:
To provide leadership, service, and support to administrators, teachers, counselors, parents, students
and business people so that teachers will be prepared to instruct rigorous coursework in applied academic
and occupational education, students will be prepared for post-secondary education or productive
employment upon exiting our schools, and the needs of our state's economy will be reflected in the
curriculum of our schools.
PROGRAM OBJEGTIVES:
. To provide leadership and direction for school districts, Tech Prep consortia, the business community
and parents relative to Tech Prep and School-to-Work.
o To ensure the implementation of the S.C. School-to-Work Act of 1994.
o To provide technical assistance to school districts, consortia, colleges and community based
organizations that receive federaland state grants (Perkins Act, EIA-Tech Prep, STW lmplementation
Grant, etc).
. To increase the capacity of school districts to meet the needs of all students.
o To ensure the state's workforce is prepared for the demands of the next millennium.
PERFORMANCE MEASURES
Conducted five statewide meetings for administrators. Result: Administrators were prepared to carry
out duties relative to state and federal legislation so that proper expenditure of funds occurred and
students had access to a better curriculum.
Participated in state, nationaland regional meetings to obtain vital information. Result: Information
disseminated to district and consortia personnelthat assisted teachers, counselors and administrators
to improve curricula to improve student learning.
Conducted 50 staff development sessions for personnel involved in four career clusters. Result:
Teachers were provided current information to better teach the course competencies that would
enable students to meet the demands of the workforce.
Approved and monitored 16 tech prep grant funding awards. Result: Systemic changes in the
provision of curriculum and support for all students. (See Chart 1 for growth in student enrollment in
applied academic courses.)
Conducted the statewide Tech Prep conference for over 900 teachers, administrators, counselors and
business people. Result: An enhanced ability to implement the STW Act of 1994 and an increase in
successful Tech Prep initiatives which enhanced the post graduation options for all students.
Directed committees of practitioners to review applied academic course syllabito correlate with the
new PASS standards. Result: Syllabiwere updated and disseminated to every high school in the
state, which provided a more rigorous, relevant curriculum for students.
Collected performance data in regards to the system of standards and measures for occupational
education (See Chart 2 for results of data.).
Provided feedback to 21 districts that failed to meet any of the four standards. Result: Districts have
analyzed their occupational programs and made changes to better reflect state of the art pedagogical
practices so that student learning is equalized and enhanced.
Conducted 23 technical assistance visits to school districts for Career Education, Special Populations
and Gender Equity. Result: The ability of district personnel to meet the needs of all students has
been expanded.
Occupational Education - Tech Prep/School-to-Work
$ 828,064
$ 11,904,523
$ 18,850,192$ 85,966
$31,668,745
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Reviewed and approved Local Plan by LEAs for 87 school districts and 11 multi-district career
centers. Result: Federal Perkins funds are properly spent to improve occupational education which
provides state of the art programs for students.
Allocated $8,000,000 of equipment funds through ElA. Result: The technological capabilities of
school districts has been updated that results in improved learning environments for students.
Provided funding and direction to train over 1200 teachers in Tech Prep institutes. Result: Teachers
are prepared to use applied methods in the classroom that benefit students with all learning
preferences. (See Chart 3.)
Streamlined the grant application process for the disbursement of federal funds. Result: Districts
spend less time on paperwork.
Provided parents, students, businesses and schools with marketing tools related to school{o-work
and tech prep. Besult: The public is better informed of the advantages of these initiatives.
Provided assistance to the Governor's Office and the Employment Security Commission to secure
federal School-to-Work lmplementation Grant. Result: The expansion of work-based and school-
based learning for students. (See Chart 4.)
Provided curriculum information to schools using computer technology such as V-TECS Direct.
Result: lmmediate access for schools to curriculum materials, so that teachers can effectively
develop student centered learning plans.
Facilitated the Business Awards ceremony that recognized business involvement in our public
schools. Result: Positive press for the twenty-three businesses that were recognized.
Provided assistance to entities within the Department to ensure workplace skills were included in all
required statewide assessments. Result: Statewide tests include performance-based questions and
address SCANS skills that are reflected in coursework of students involved in Tech Prep.
Evaluated 8 Tech Prep consortia. Result: All consortia were found to be implementing their grants as
submitted with the majority of funds affecting the teacher student learning relationship.
Developed and piloted year-end student assessment testing for three occupational specialty areas.
Result: Used feedback to improve test questions and administration requirements so that tests
accurately reflect student learning.
Provided technical assistance to 17 SREB High Schools That Work sites. Result: Consistency and
excellence in implementing the 12 key practices that strive to provide a quality educational program
for all students.
Provided technical assistance to five lmpaired Districts as outlined in Action Plans. Result: lmproved
instruction in applied academics and occupational education. lmproved leadership for Tech Prep and
School{o-Work initiatives.
Prepared and disseminated quarterly Tech Prep newsletter to teachers, administrators, business
people and counselors. Result: Increased awareness of successfulTech Prep initiatives in the state.
Developed and disseminated a summative brochure describing the accomplishments of the office.
Result: A positive image of the office is being portrayed to the general public.
Conducted eight workshops with Tech
Prep consortia and district staff. Result:
Consortia members are forming more
effective partnerships with business and rsm
industry.
Provided middle schooland high school ,*
guidance counselors and students with 2sm
American Careers magazine. Result: E,*,Students are provided with relevant ;
information that facilitates the making of E rsm
Careef ChOiCeS. rmo
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Chart 2
Occupational Education Standards
Number of
Districts Not
Meeting
Standard
Standard 1: Occupational Competency Gains
Eighty percent of the students enrolled in occupational programs will demonstrate mastery of at least
85% of the competencies identified on the State's competency profiles for each occupational course
which thev are enrolled.
in
14
Standard 2: Academic Gains
Eleventh grade students who are enrolled in the occupational programs will demonstrate a gain in
scaled scores on the 3Rs Battery ol the State's normative-referenced achievement test between the
ninth and eleventh orades.
40
standard 3: High school Graduafion
The percent of twelfth grade students completing an occupational program who receive a high school
diploma will be equal or exceed 90 percent.
10
Slanoaro 4: Placement
Placements include employment, military service and post-secondary education. The percent of
occupational completers who are placed in areas related to their specitic occupational program areas or
clusters will equal or exceed 50 percent.
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oPROGRAM NAME:
PROGRAM COST:
State:
EIA:
Federal:
Earmarked:
Total
PROGRAM GOAL:
To ensure the provision of a free appropriate public education (FAPE) for children with
Disabilities; support efforts in the state agencies and the schools that enable all children to achieve high
academic standards; provide leadership and services needed to achieve educational equity and
excellence in S. C. schools; to increase student achievement in identified districts through targeted
assistance; to provide high quality migrant educational programs and materials that enhance teaching
and learning and reduce disruption; to provide an early intervention program for young readers who are
experiencing difficulty in their first year of reading instruction; provide programs for academically gifted and
talented students to assist in developing their unique talents; encourage eighth grade students to begin
thinking about and planning for their education beyond high school ultimately increasing the number of
students attending post secondary institutions; stimulate, promote, and support interest in science and
mathematics among middle and senior high school students; encourage students to take classes in high
school that will give them college credit; award college scholarships to students in creative writing, drama,
music and visual arts; identify eighth grade students who have exceptionally high scholastic achievement
and intellectual ability and provide them opportunities to broaden their interests and facilitate their
academic growth.
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES:
. To provide funding to public agencies for the provision of FAPE during FY 98.
To ensure compliance with all federal and state statutes and regulations during FY 98.
To provide staff development and course offerings during FY 98 for teachers of children with
disabilities.
To ensure that appropriate support services are provided to teachers and parents of children with deaf
and blindness during FY 98.
To procure large print and Braille textbooks for the 1997-98 school year for all legally blind students in
local school districts.
To support efforts in the state agencies to enable all children to achieve high academic standards.
To provide support to the school districts through the Title I Federal program.
Provide high quality and comprehensive educational programs for migratory children in order to help
them meet basic skills standards in math, reading, and language arts.
Increase student proficiency in speaking English and in living in a new culture setting.
To provide Reading Recovery as an intervention for first grade students most at risk of not learning to
read and write by conventional methods.
To provide support for trained Reading Recovery teachers and teacher leaders.
To monitor the implementation of Reading Recovery in SC.
To provide funding for training and on-going staff development for new Reading Recovery teachers
and teacher leaders.
To collect data on program effectiveness.
To assist the most academically able of South Carolina's students to achieve to their highest potential.
To develop and strengthen the unique talents of students who have demonstrated or have potential
abilities for high performance in artistic areas.
To facilitate the annual meeting of the SC Junior Academy of Science at which award presentations
are made to students in grades 4-12tor excellence in science research.
To implement recommendations of the State Department of Education/Office of Civil Rights task force
to expand gifted and talented opportunities to underrepresented populations.
Exceptional Children
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. To inform eighth grade students and parents about higher education opportunities including cost
information, prerequisites, and financial aid availability.
o To coordinate, develop, and administer appropriate statewide activities that support secondary school
services, including AP Program administration.
o To promote academic and artistic achievement and to encourage attendance at in-state
colleges/universities.
. To provide eligible eighth grade students the opportunity to take the PSAT.
o To provide scholarships to identified Junior Scholars to attend state and private colleges/universities
sponsoring summer enrichment programs.
PERFORMANCE MEASURES:
. During FY 98 grant awards were issued in the amount of $45,084,949 to 92 agencies under the
lndividuals with Disabilities Education Act and $6,729,583 to 102 agencies under the Preschool Grant
Program. Additionally, $11 ,622,945.25 was generated through the Medicaid Program for
reimbursement to 86 LEAs for approved services. Funds in the amount of $51,125 were distributed to
63 districts to assist in the provision of extended school year seruices for 2,117 students. Result:
Assisted in the provision of a free appropriate public education for 93,454 students with disabilities.
Disability
Total Number of
Children Served
Percent of the Total
Number Served
Learninq Disabled (LD) 36.862 39.44"/"
Soeech lmoaired (Sl) 19.170 2Q.51"/"
Mentallv lmoaired (Ml) 17.283 18.49"/"
Emotionally Disabled (ED) 5.566 5.96%
Hearino lmoaired (Hl) 843 0.90%
Orthooedicallv Disabled (OD) 750 0.80%
Other Health lmpaired (OHl) 2.008 2.15o/o
Visuallv lmoaired (Vl) 303 O.32o/"
Multiple Disabilities (MD) 145 0.16%
Autism (AUT) 415 o.44%
Traumatic Brain Iniurv ffBl) 58 0.06%
Deaf-Blindness (D-B) 6 0.01%
Preschool(PreS) 10,045 10.75"/"
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The policies and procedures required under IDEA were reviewed and approved for 106 agencies for
FY 98. Result: All children with disabilities were educated and received related seruices in
compliance with the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act. Criteria for placement of the children
was completed and will be sent to the State Board of Education.
Professional development was provided to 3,100 administrators, teachers, paraprofessionals,
psychologists and parents who provide services to children with disabilities through teleconferences,
workshops, institutes and courses during FY 98. Interagency collaborative training was provided to
3,050 individuals who provide seruices to individuals with disabilities. Result: Increased the
knowledge level and skills of teachers working in the areas of preschool, transition, autism, assistive
technology, mental impairment and emotional disabilities relative to content areas, IDEA regulations,
general curriculum, legal issues, co-teaching and discipline.
Four special education master teachers were funded. Result: Technical assistance was provided to
nine school districts. The master teachers provided individualized classroom assistance to teachers
and improved the teaching/learning process.
Provided ongoing consultation to eightysix (86) school districts, 14 head starts and 6 state operated
programs relative to the implementation of the new requirements under the reauthorization of the
Individuals with Disabilities Education Act of 1997. Result: All public agencies within the state are
capable of implementing and providing services to children with disabilities in accordance with the
Individuals with Disabilities Education Act.
Provided advice and assistance to parents of children with disabilities on a daily basis and developed
a Parents' Guide to Soecial Education Services in South Carolina. Result: Responded to letters of
complaint in a timely manner and interceded with school districts on behalf of parents thereby
alleviating the need for due process. The Guide is being distributed to 1,000 parents through training.
Developed IDEA technical assistance documents. Result: Documents were distributed to 500
individuals through training that resulted in the development of lEPs for all children with disabilities.
During FY 98 support services were provided to 125 teachers and parents of children with deaf-
blindness and 622 textbooks were provided for 112 legally blind students. Result: Students with
deaf-blindness were able to communicate effectively in the least restrictive environment.
Published four issues of a newsletter, OPEC Review. Result: Shared exemplary programs,
promising practices, national/state information, and provided an avenue for teachers to network
among districts with 7,200 individuals per issue.to
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ln FY 98 eighty-six (86) Title I localeducationalagency program applications were approved and
instructional services were offered to children of poverty in 359 elementary schools and 79
middle/high schools.
Provided appropriate educational services to approximately 1350 migratory students in FY 98.
Provided funds to 9 school districts for summer school programs, to 2 school districts for programs
during the regular school year and to 3 school districts for ESL teachers.
o State ESL Master Teachers were funded to provide technical assistance to districts and to provide
direct assistance to ESL and mainstream teachers during FY 98.
o Two recruiters were hired to identify migrant children, provide tutorial programs, and to provide direct
assistance to students and families.
The Regional Reading Recovery Training Site at Clemson University, staffed by a Trainer and
Teacher Leader Specialist, provided on-site technical assistance and support to the state's Reading
Recovery network of 61 school districts, 4 teacher leaders in training, 23 trained teacher leaders, 87
teachers in training; provided 18 semester hours of instruction to 4 teacher leaders in training at
Clemson University; supported 9 teacher leaders, serving as Clemson University adjunct staff, in
providing 6 semester hours of instruction for 87 teachers in training at various sites across the state;
conducted 4 statewide professional development sessions for 23 trained teacher leaders; conducted
continuing contact sessions for teachers in rural Reading Recovery sites not served by a teacher
leader.
More than 4,500 first grade students in 61 school districts were served through Reading Recovery by
508 trained teachers, with approximately 3,500 students receiving the entire program and 3,200
determined to be "recovered."
The State Department of Education, the Regional Reading Recovery Training Site at Clemson
University and the SC Reading Recovery Advisory Council directed the SC Reading Recovery
Conference in Columbia, SC for 537 attendees composed of Reading Recovery personneland other
educators; worked with the teacher leaders in developing a curriculum for a literacy class for
classroom teachers and secured approvalfor it as a graduate levelcourse.
In cooperation with the Reading Recovery Site Coordinator and other Clemson University faculty,
developed and received approval for Reading Recovery training to be an area of concentration for the
Masters in Reading program at Clemson University; received site reports from 23 teacher leaders and
reported the state site report to the Reading Recovery Council of North America in order to maintain
the licensure of the state's program.
Cooperated with a Clemson University researcher and the State Department of Education to obtain
data for a longitudinal study of the implementation of Reading Recovery in South Carolina.
The SC Reading Recovery Advisory Council and the State Department of Education conducted
evaluations of the state's primary schools to recognize exemplary emergent literacy programs through
The Literacy Spot Award Program.
During FY98, 51,174 students were served in academically gifted and talented programs in all districts
in the state.
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lNumber of Academically Gifted
and Talented Students
lNumber of Artistically Gifted
and Talented Students
trNumber of Advanced
Placement Students
tr Students Receiving Special
Services
7 regional awareness sessions for district-level gifted and talented coordinators and classroom
teachers were provided in FY 98.
Sponsored one graduate institute at the College of Charleston for 25 gifted and talented teachers to
enable them to differentiate curriculum with appropriate pacing and depth for gifted students.
Amended the gifted and talented regulations lo include multiple identification criteria, screening of all
students, and the reporting of data.
In FY 98, 9,158 students were served in artistically gifted and talented program throughout the state.
225 students presented research papers at the SCJAS Annual Meeting, attended by more than 700 of
the organizations 1,420 members representing 71 schools. Winners received certificates, cash
awards, special recognition from sponsoring groups, and trips to the national labs and the AAAS
meeting.
Every eighth grade student attending public school in the state was advised about opportunities in
higher education, schools were provided video tapes and printed materials.
During FY 98 9,269 AP students were funded at $111.00 per student under the AP program, 430
students participated in the International Baccalaureate Program 355 singleton classes received
funding, 15 AP Graduate Teacher Training Institutes were held around the state.
During FY 98 four college scholarships for $4,786 were awarded to high school seniors following a
statewide fine arts competition.
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For FY 98, 6,852 eligible students participated in PSAT testing and 86 districts were reimbursed for
testing costs. Out of this group, 2,957 students were identified as Junior Scholars. The number of
students identified as Junior Scholars has increased over the past several years see trend analysis
chart for additional information.
lNumber of South Carolina
Junior Scholars
1994-95 1995-96 1996-97 1997-98
During FY 98, 402 scholarships for approximately $SOO were provided to assist students identified as
Junior Scholars in attending summer enrichment programs sponsored by colleges and universities. In
direct correlation with the increased number of Junior Scholars, the scholarship requests have also
increased.
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PROGRAM NAME: Teacher Education, Certification and Evaluation
$1,493,399
$1,124,618$ s5,8e6$ 249,102
$2,923,014
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PROGRAMCOST:t state:
EIA:
Federal:
Earmarked:
Total:
O PRocRAM GoAL:
To provide support and assistance for teacher education, certification/licensure and evaluation to
school districts, teachers, administrators, and other educational entities for the promotion of effective and
quality teaching in the classroom.
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES:
O o To review and approve teacher education programs.
o To participate in Council of Chief State School Officers (CCSSO's) lnterstate New Teacher
Assessment and Support Consortium (!NTASC) and Interstate School Leaders Licensure Consortium
(ISLLC) initiatives.
. To administer the Education Entrance Examination (EEE), identify a replacement for the EEE and
develop transition procedures.
O . To recommend amendments to regulations, guidelines, procedures and statute related to
OO
certif ication/licensu re.
. To administer the Trade and Industry examinations and identify national exams in Trades and
Industry.
o To provide easy access to and customer friendly procedures in certification/licensure.
o To develop procedures that track accountability for customer satisfaction and program needs.
o To improve the technology and identify the recommended timeline for continuous improvement.
. To provide support for teacher renewal credit in mathematics, science, reading and computer science
through critical teaching needs (flow-through $385,000).
o To administer examinations in areas that do not have a state adopted exam.
o To encourage and promote National Board Certification (flow-through $36,000).
. To coordinate activities related to the Critical Needs Program and develop proposals that encourage
O certification (flowthrough $398,508).o To transition from NationalTeacher Exam (NTE) to Praxis ll examinations.
o To assist in the development of regulations and support the new teacher evaluation model, Assisting,
Developing, and Evaluating Professional Teaching (ADEPT).
o To provide technical assistance for ADEPT to colleges and universities and school districts (flow-
through $615,000).
O PERF.RMAN.EMEAsURES:
o Conducted five college and university Teacher Education Program visits for 2 State Program
Approvals and 3 NationalCouncilfor Accreditation of Teacher Education (NCATE) Accreditations.
o Participated in CCSSO's INTASC and ISLLC initiatives including the development of the Test of
Teaching Knowledge.
I o Administered 4,338 Education Entrance Examinations; identified, proposed and adopted the Praxis I
to replace the EEE; and developed procedures for the transition from the EEE to the Praxis l.
o Conducted the Validation and Standard-Setting Study for the Praxis l.
. Recommended and proposed changes to regulations, guidelines and statute as related lo At the
Crossroads.
o Administered '150 Trade and Industry examinations.
o Assisted with the development of proposed changes in Trade and Industry regulations that would also
impact the Trade and lndustry examinations.
. Organized the office from separate entities to one and relocated the office staff in one building.
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Conducted a customer service analysis of both internal and external processes which resulted in
workshops and training for Customer Service and technology.
Developed and implemented an Interactive Voice System and revised the telephone procedures to
accommodate our customers.
Analyzed technology and replaced 386 computers with current models capable of supporting scanning
and electronic transfer of transcripts.
Analped and identified methods necessary to provide documentation and trends for the activities
conducted by the office in order to improve customer service: statistics for visitors, e-mail, fax,
correspondence, phone calls, document requests, etc.
Renewed 6,850 teaching certificates, processed FBI Fingerprint reviews for the 3,800 initial teacher
certificates/licenses, processed 150 Trade and lndustry certif icates/licenses and responded to 1500
teacher inquiries via phone, fax or e-mail each week.
Administered examinations in Latin and German.
Provided assistance to nine National Board Certified teachers, coordinated and developed the SDE
proposal for the National Board Certification Subsidy program.
Provided support for Converse College, Coastal Carolina University and the teachers in the Critical
Needs Program.
Assisted with additional critical needs certification grants to Southern Wesleyan University and South
Carolina State University for the Exceptional Student add-on certification/licensure.
Conducted Validation and Standard-Setting studies for the Praxis ll in Principles of Learning and
Teaching, Elementary Education, English, Social Studies, and Deaf and Hard of Hearing.
ADEPT regulations were adopted and became effective July 1, 1998.
Conducted three person reviews for ADEPT Plans from 86 school districts and 31 colleges and
universities.
Provided technical assistance to 20 school districts and 10 colleges and universities and provided
materials and reimbursement to school districts and private colleges/universities.
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